CCP Meets Monday

The

Council of Club Presidents will meet in Room
11 of the Chemistry Building Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Club presidents unable to attend must send a
substitute instead.
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Angels In Pigtails

He Roars For

South Carolina's Oldest

Space Talk

Mr. President I Nominate...

Last Lecture
Presents Ley
Dr. Willy Ley will deliver the published in 1926 followed by The
final lecture of this year's. Clem- Possibility of Space Travel in 1928.
son College Lecture Series on Both of these books were publishApril 12 at 7:30 in the College ed in Germany.
Chapel, announced Dr. C. B.
Dr. Ley's first American book
Green director of the series. Dr. was The Lungfish and the UniLey will speak on "The Conquest corn, a collection of animal
of Space."
myths gathered over a research
Dr. Ley was born in Berlin, period of 13 years. Some of his
Germany on October 2, 1906. His books on interplanetary travel
interest in science dates back to are Man Invades Space, Rochis boyhood days. His first inter- kets, Missiles and Space Traests were astronomy and zoolo- vel, and his famous Conquest of
gy, then botany. He was especial- Space.
ly interested in the past and the
In addition to the books he has
fields of paleozoology and paleo- written, he has contributed many
botany. When he was in
his articles and scientific journals
early teens, he could read Ger- and lectures widely, to both proMonday night's nominations went off like clockwork only Rowland places his man in the race, as President McG*egor
man, French, Latin and English. fessional and lay audiences.
to
be rejected as unconstitutional by Senior Council. Herbert presides. (Tiger News Photo by Jerry Stafford).
He graduated from high school
Rocket Expert
with plans to become a geoloSince 1947 he has been a congist. He studied toward this end sultant to the Office of Technical
until 1925 when he read a book Services of the U. S. Department
on space travel. His interest of Commerce. During the Fifties,
shifted to this field and in 1927, he was one of our foremost roche was one of the founders of ket experts and is given credit
The Obernkirchen Children's Choir gave the last Concert of the German Society for Space for introducing Wehner von Braun
the year last week before a near capacity audience in the Travel. In 1929 he became viceField House. Lower picture shows three of the "Angels in president of the organization to our rocket program.
Dr. Green had this to say about
Pigtails". (Tiger news photo by Jerry Stafford).
and co-editor of its monthly pubthe lecture. "Dr. Willy Ley is one
lication.
of our most learned experts in
Society Dissolved
By BECKY EPTING
By ZIP GRANT
The society dissolved with the the field of space travel and his
Tiger News Editor
lecture
on
the
"Conquest
of
Tiger Feature Writer
coming ot the Hitler regime and
Space"
should
be
one
of
the
most
"Null
and
void;"
this was the statement issued by
Editor's Note: The following story was written
a half a year later, he left for
the United States. Five years la- interesting we have had in many prior to Senior Council and Administrative action late Senior Council concerning the recently adopted Conter he met a small young lady years."
stitution of the Clemson College Student Body. AnThis year's Clemson College Tuesday night. The content, however, we feel will
named Olga and married her
shortly after. He has been a Lecture Series presented three not be changed by Thursday night's proceeding and so nouncement of this decision came late Tuesday night
following a lengthy session attended by members of
United States citizen since 1944 fine lectures. On October 7, John this story was not rewritten.
By D. J. WALL
Osman spoke on "The School of
and
is
the
father
of
two
daughSenior Council, representatives of Executive CommitTiger News Writer
"Double, double toil and trouthe City." Dr. Bell I. Wiley/ ble; fire burn and cauldron bub- selves to other things — removed
ters, Sandra and Xenia.
tee, the Speaker of Student Assembly and the ChairRoy Hamilton, accompanied by a seven piece com- His first book was a small pa- noted Civil War historian, gave
ble." This aptly sums up the poli- quite a few outstanding students man of Elections Committee.
the
second
lecture,
'The
Memobo, and Clemson's Jungaleers will play for the annual per-back called Trip into Space,
tical situation at Clemson which from consideration.
rable War." Sir Hugh Foote, is in the midst of its most conPrexy Campaign
Spring Dances presented by the Central Dance AssociInterpretation of qualifications
pinch-hitting for Anthony Nutt- troversial election in
presidential
campaign for office as stated in the new the Student Body of Clemson
several The
ation. The Friday night dance, featuring The JungaCollege, to be null and void.
ing, delivered a speech on "Afri- years. The political cauldron has which, indeed, has cast the most
constitution, specifically Article
leers, will be formal and Roy Hamilton will be featured
ca-The Third Force."
"We, the senior Council, procontroversy
into
the
election
is
boiled over, scorching tempers
for the informal dance on Saturday night.
the prominent topic of conversa- 1, Sections 2, 4, 6 and Article pose that: 1) This document ba
and inflamming ambitions.
tion on the campus. The two 3, Section 2, paragraph C, was sent back to that committee from
Friday's dance will be the anMachines Roll
candidates, Newton and Willi- questioned by a candidate after which it originated and that that
nual Military Ball. It will begin peared in a show called "Star
The posters are up, pats-on-the mon have conducted, thus far, the nomination for student body committee make revisions necesat 9 p.m. and will end at 1 a.m. Night". In the show were such
back are frequent, and the can- an intensive campaign which
sary for the clarification of the
The admission for this dance will celebrities as Perry Como, Patti
didates have turned on smiles has made the average student officers on Tuesday evening.
above mentioned omissions. 2)
be $2. All military students-^vfll Page, Sarah Vaughn, Nat Cole,
that make Colgate advertise- the object of their concentrated
The committee seek the advice of
be admitted for $1, but they must Julius LaRosa, The Four Lads W. Wright Bryan, 1926 Clemson
Sections State
ments look amateurish. Person- efforts.
the presently existing
Stusign up for these tickets at their and many more. Nat Cole was graduate, has been selected to be
The sections concerned state dent Boyd committees with referalities , the usual determinant
respective military departments heard to remark, "A new star is among the 10 candidates for elecThe campaign, stripped of
or elections, this year, surpris- gimmicks, hand-shakes and oth- that ".. .at the time of election, ence to that part of the document
born, this boy is great!" about tion to the Associated Press Board
prior to the dance.
ingly, have been replaced to er political hullabaloo, boils the President (the Vice-Presi- concerning the present activities
Roy
Hamilton.
of
Directors
on
April
24
at
the
The Saturday dance will be in
some extent by genuine issues. down to that of the married dential qualifications read the of that committee. 3) The revised
New
Afterwards, Roy went to the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
formal and will feature Roy
Apathy toward student gov- day-student versus the dormi- same) shall have a Junior clas- document then be acted upon by
York.
Mr
Bryan,
winner
of
the
Hamilton. The admission for top with a series of recordings
ernment, shown so glaringly in tory student. The implications sification as outlined in the the Student Assembly and Executhis dance will be $4. It will be such as "You'll Never Walk Clemson Distinguished Alumnus
the past, is nowhere in sight; of a day-student president, Scholastic Regulations; he shall tive Committee and then be pregin at 8 p. m. and will end at 12 Alone", "If I Loved You", "Ebb award last year, is presently ediinstead, the majority of the many think, carry with it grave have the required grade point sented to the Student Body of this
Tide", "Hurt", "Unchained tor of the Cleveland, Ohio, Plain
midnight.
student body is scrutinizingly uncertainties; but this, of ratio for his class to graduate institution for ratification only afDealer.
The Jungaleers consists of 14
looking at the nominees and course, is for the student body plus a .3."
After
graduating
from
Clemson
ter the Student Body has been fulmembers which comprise the
their qualifications.
to decide in the election next
The Constitution further states ly informed concerning the entire
in 1926, Mr. Bryan attended the
band and "The Quartet". The
that "... at the time of election, content of the proposed constituUniversity of Missouri School of
Cries have been raised about Tuesday.
Quartet sings many arrangeThe dark-haired Newton, too, the Secretary' and the Treasurer tion. 4) The election scheduled
Journalism, after which he bethe quality of some of the nomments of The Four Freshmen.
came a reporter for the Atlanta Belk Named To Staff inees and questions asked as to is married and has been very of the Student Body shall have at Tuesday, March 28, 1961, be susThey play all types of music
Jim Belk, an electrical en- why certain people didn't run. active in activities which have least a Sophomore classification pended."
Journal.
From the period 1945from mood to swing, and have
1953, he held in succession the po- gineering senior from Columbia, The candidates are the best pos- proven him to be interested in as outlined in the Scholastic Reg- The above statement was signed
also arranged quite a few novelsitions of city editor, managing ed- is the newly appointed Engi- sible under the prevailing cir- Clemson. He is the president of ulations; they shall have the re- by all members of Senior Council
ty tunes. Their type of music is
neering Director of WSBF. Jim cumstances. The circumstances— Kappa Delta Chi fraternty, a quired grade point ratio for their with the exception of Carroll
itor, associate editor and editor.
very easy to dance too, accordA war correspondent for the will be in charge of all tech- that some highly qualified stu- member of student assembly, class to graduate plus a .3."
ing to Johnny Sims, CDA PubDantzler who was out of town and
Atlanta Journal and NBC from nical and legal operations of dents just did not have the min- and a delegate to Student Leglicity Director.
did not arrive at said meeting
Senior
Council
met
Tuesday
the
station.
In
addition
to
this,
imum GPR requirement or that islature.
1943 to 1945, Mr. Bryan was imuntil late Tuesday evening.
Marilyn Cochran, female vocalfor
the
purpose
of
giving
their
prisoned by the Germans from he must make certain that all they had already committed them- Rusty Willimon, the only dorAs of this writing, re-nominaist of the group, originally sang
understanding
about
the
sections
FCC
regulations
and
technical
mitory
student
in
the
race
and
Sept. '44, to Jan. '45. For his warwith "The Three Freshmen", a
standards are adhered to. It is Day And Half Added considered to be the dark-horse, in question. Upon reaching a de- tions for the offices of Student
time service, he received the Med- his desire that in the near fusinging group from
Furman,
has also been active in extra- cision, they issued their "find- Body President, Vice - President,
al of Freedom.
which appeared in last year's Junture WSBF will be able to come To Easter Holidays curricular activities while main- ings." It states as follows: "We, Secretary, Treasurer and High
Mr. Bryan has been active in on the air at an earlier hour
ior Follies.
Easter Holidays will begin 1
the Senior Council, having been Court were held Thursday night
journalistic and civic organiza- than it now does. He also hopes p.m. Thursday. Classes will re- taining honor grades. Willimon,
Savage Leads
topped off by quiet self-confi- granted the power of interpreta- at a Student Body meeting in
tions, among them, the American for expanded facilities in the sume the following Wednesday at
The Jungaleers are led by Hendence is a member of Tiger tion by the document submitted the Chemistry Auditorium.
Red Cross, the American Society new dormitories under
ry Savage, a chemical engineercon- 8 a.m. The present schedule re- Brotherhood, Phi Eta Sigma for our consideration, and:
The election will be held as
of Newspaper Editors and is a struction in order to give the presents an addition of a day and honorary fraternity, Blue Key WHEREAS this document does previously
ing senior from Greenville. They
announced
and
past president of the Clemson students the high quality radio a half to the original arrangement. and student assembly.
have recently had successful perscheduled on Tuesday, accordnowhere
state
that
it
is
a
conwhich they want and deserve.
Alumni Association.
formances at Davidson and BreThere are all kinds of political stitution; and WHEREAS this ing to Buzy Elliot, Chairman of
vard Colleges.
machines on campus, and there document does nowhere
state Elections Committee of Student
They have been organized
will be four (the automatic voting that it supersedes all previous Government. It was understood
since before 1923, during the
variety) located near the student constitutions; and WHEREAS at the time The Tiger went to
era of the Swing Bands. The
post office for the convenience of this document provided no press that plans to secure votJungaleers enjoyed much sucthe students so exercise your pri- method of ratification as a ing machines for the election
cess during this period, and
constitution;
therefore DE- will proceed as previously anvilege, be sure to vote!
have maintained the same high
Goodnight, Boss Tweed. . . CLARE this document, repre- nounced before this decision was
quality of music ever since, the
sented as the Constitution of rendered by Senior Council.
wherever you are.
ROY HAMILTON
and perhaps, if all goes well, publeader stated. Since their organCalhoun Literary Society in a Board of Critics.
An emergency session of Stuization, the Jungaleers have Melody", "Everybody's Got A meeting Tuesday night elected of- The Chronicle, the voice of all lication of their works.
dent Assembly was held WednesHome",
"Somebody
Someficers to serve on the staff of students interested in writing such
toured Europe twice.
day at which time a new constiwhere" and "There Goes My 'The Chronicle," the original stu- as essays, short stories, college The Calhoun Literary Society
Great Singer
wishes to aid those interested stutution was submitted. If passed
Roy Hamilton, one of the great Heart".
dent publication dating back to level humor, accounts of sordid dents in developing their talents
by this group, the newly prosingers of the past few years, has Then, in May, 1956, Roy was the founding of the college in 1893. dance weekends or P. R. trips along these lines through sincere
posed constitution will be sent to
had almost continuous success forced to terminate his career be- The new officers are: T. C. to the capital, and also cartoons and interested evaluation and conExecutive Committee for action.
since he began to sing profession- cause of a severe case of pneu- Wheeler, Editor-in-Chief; S. Gray or layout illustrations; in fact, structive suggestions.
The three hour session Tuesday
ally in 1953. His first important monia, which kept him in the hos- Garwood, Managing Editor; John anything of interest to a college
Further, the Society wishes the
night and resultant decision conin-person appearance was at the pital for nine months. After he Coyle, Feature Editor; Bill Metts, magazine audience.
firmed rumors which had been
Apollo Theatre in February, 1954; had recovered, Roy began to pick Humor Editor; Art Editor, James The Society feels Clemson Is students to understand that the
contribution of material in no way
circulating over the campus that
where he received a tremendous up the threads of his career.
Gandy; Photo Editor, Jerry Staf- harboring a number of very talsome action was to be taken by
ovation at every performance.
Now, fully recovered, Roy Ham- ford. Elected also were: Dick Ma- ented writers and illustrators and obligates them to join the group.
will be accepted
Senior Council on the constitution
Later that same year, Roy ap- ilton is back on top with a series gill, Chairman, Board of Critics; we intend to offer them a means Manuscripts
concerning the nominations.
of
successful
nightclub and Mike Medlock, Bobby Wiley, and of developing and sharing their from any students in any school
here at Clemson in the hopes of
"We were surprised by the
theatre engagements and a smash Edwin Shealy, members of the interests through informal forums
creating a magazine that will
•findings'
given by Senior Counrecord — "Don't Let Go". At the
leap the bounds of departmental
cil tonight. We do feel, however,
present time, he has a record in
divisions and will unite the stuthat a solution to the situation
the number two spot on the hit
dents of all schools in a better
is being pursued with the utmost
parade around the country callunderstanding of their purpose
thoroughness and that our end
ed "I Don't Want Her".
here at Clemson.
Beaux Arts Ball, presented this Harry Foster, director of Coresult will prove acceptable to
year for the third time, will be lumbia Pictures', "Let's Rock",
"What is more," added the
all branches of Student Govern, held in the courtyard of the School Roy's first movie appearance, Dean Walter Cox released on cy. The motion which passed group's President, "none of us are
ment.
of Architecture on April 8. This commented: "Here is the great- Wednesday afternoon new regula- was: "That freshmen who live professionals. It will be a case
"The first two WHEREAS
affair is open to all students en- est natural talent I've ever seen. tions concerning freshman park- beyond a ninety map mile ra- of the blind leading the blind into
clauses found in the Senior Counrolled in the school of architec- He'll make a million dollars."
cil decision will be repudiated in
ing privileges which had been ap- dius of Clemson College be per- a venture which we feel will be
the Preamble. The third WHEREture and guests.
Commenting on Roy's rise to proved by the campus Parking mitted to bring automobiles on- instrumental in developing cultuThe ball, sponsored by the fame, Bill Cook, Roy's manager, Committee. It states as follows: to the campus on the week-end ral interests at Clemson.
AS clause is entirely superfluous.
"Considering
that these
Clemson Student Chapter of the said. "I have no idea how it came
The next meeting of The Cal"The Campus Parking Com- immediately preceding collegeWHEREAS clauses served as
houn Literary Society and The
American Institute of Architects, out as it did; it just did. I could mittee at its meeting on Thurs- wide dance weekends."
the bases for their declaration
is being held in conjunction with say that it comes from pretty deep day, March 16 approved a recRepresentatives of Student Gov- Chronicle staff will be held in
of null and void, it is evident
the Student Art Contest. Winners down, further than just the heart, ommendation of the Student Sen- ernment serving on the Committee meeting room four at 7:00 p.m.,
that there is definitely no seof the contest will receive free right from the soul. Roy's sincer- ate concerning extending the accepted responsibility on behalf on Tuesday, March 28, 1961, but
date issue confronting the
tickets to the ball in addition to ity radiates so, that he actually freshman automobile privilege of Student Government to coor- in the meantime, if any students
Student Body," commented
desire
further
information
on
any
monetary prizes.
dinate
and
supervise
this
privimakes you live every word and in connection with college-wide
Bill Schachte, Sneaker of StuTickets are available from of- feel every feeling that he feels. dance week-ends. The recom- lege with the freshmen who elect facet of this organization feel
ficers of the Student A. I. A. at He sings each song as though his mendation subsequently receiv- to use it. The outline is as fol- free to contact T. C. Wheeler, 390, Tillman Hall has been "ghosted" against the black night dent Assembly, when quesPendleton Road, or Gray Gar- through the use of an infra-red flash. (Tiger News Photo tioned about tills unusual sit$2.50 for members and $3.50 for very life depends upon its ac- ed the approval of the adminis- lows:
uation.
by Jerry Stafford).
(Continued On Page 8)
wood, room 7-305.
(Continued On Page 3)
ceptance."
tration and is now official poli-

Politics Run Rampant
Able Aspirants
Analyzed

Council Contest
Constitution

Spring Hop Features
Hamilton, Jungaleers

Alumnus Bryan
Chosen Candidate
To AP Board

Calhoun Literary Society
Elects "Chronicle" Staff

Ben's Big Ben

AIA Sets Beaux
Arts Ball After
Easter Holidays

Freshmen Cor Privileges
Passes Traffic Committee
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THE TIGER—"He Boars For Clemson College"

Fri

^y? ft ¥*

let's Talk It Over

EDITORIALS

Student Government
Provides Challenge

This week the editorial column has drawn for the order of presentation.
been filled by the Student Body PresiThe success of the election depends on
dential Candidates of Monday nights you, the students. In the past the parnominations. We expect no change in ticipation has been revolting. Our laxithis race becase of last nights renomina- tive attitude was exemplified in the
tions so therefore we allowed their com- turnout in the vote on ratification of the
ments, written prior to Tuesday night's new Constitution.
action, to remain in this edition of the
Wake up irresponsible students. Take
Tiger.
an active interest in your Student GovEach candidate was given equal op- ernment starting this year. Then—perportunity as far as space, time and haps—you will be prepared to take a
facilities are concerned. The order in part in the National Government at a
which the columns appear was deter- later date. VOTE this coming TUESmined entirely by chance. Names were D/Yx. • • • *

By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
Nominations for student body officers have come
and gone and, although practically unannounced until less than forty-eight hours before time for the
convention, experienced an extremely large turnout.
This can be attributed to several reasons
not the least of which was the desire of
every group on campus with any political aspirations to get its candidate
placed in nomination.
The old practice of "railroading"
was not as much in evidence at this
convention as it has been at such gatherings in the past, but to be sure some well organized
machines were running and running hard. The eight
offices for High Court should provide a most interesting race, but by far the most controversial office
will be the one that caused the least bit of stir last
year; that of student body president.

Student Body Head Faces Future Difficulties
By RUSTY WILLIMON
I would like to express my appreciation for being nominated for the position of Student Body President. It is
indeed an honor to run for such an
office.
In the space alloted for this article,
I will not attempt to make any flowery
campaign promises nor will I guarantee
a solution to all the problems currently
facing Clemson College and the students of Clemson College. Instead I will
briefly give my honest opinion of some
of the major issues entering into the
campaign.
The new constitution recently ratified by the Student Body will be severely tested next year. This constitution
cannot and will not be successful unless
it is supported by a hard-working Student Government and an active and
interested Student Body.
At the present time there is a capable committee from the Student Senate
investigating the book store problem.
I will support any decision of that committee and the Senate which is endorsed
by a majority of the Student Body in a
future vote.
The Financial Review Board as
established by the new constitution can
benefit every student if properly organized and carried out. This board

could clear up many of the questions
now going across campus.
There is a rumored possibility that
Clemson might face the "integration
problem" next year. If I am elected, I
will endeavor to face such a problem
with an open mind and will attempt to
represent the best interest of the Student Body in any decisions of the administration.
May I emphasize that if I am elected
VES SIR MR.$TR0VUjWFV£
I will welcome any criticisms, comQESJML&CLEARED UP THE WATER
ments, and questions from all students.
As a dormitory student, I will be
THROWN PROBLEM!
available at all times for meetings with
individual students or the Student Body Editors1 Opinion
as a group. At the present time, a
majority of the Student Body is not
well aware of the functions and actions
of the Student Government. The purpose of the Student Government is not
to be above the students, but among the
meant to give Senior Council
students. If I am fortunate enough to
Ed. Note: The following the right to interpret certain intended meaning of the new
serve the Clemson students as Student column was written Wednes- portions as the need arose. constitution was that anyone
day morning after the deciObviously said body is not able coming back for the entire
Body President, I will try to lead a sion
involving the invalida- to make decisions which are year following his nomination,
Student Government in which the stu- tion of Monday night's nom- decisive or responsible. The and meeting minimum gradeinations for Student Body current hassle over who is point and credit requirements
dents can have an active part.

Absurd Senior Council Actions
Create State Of Utter Chaos

In closing, may I thank Phil Crotwell, Editor of The Tiger, for relinquishing his editorial to give the students a
broader view of their candidates for
office.

Students Have Voting Obligation To Fulfill
By BOB NEWTON
Fellow Clemson College students, we
have an obligation to fulfill as we go to
the polls to elect our Student Body
President, March 28.
Under strong, capable leadership,
students government affords us many
opportunities. If it is felt that I am
the man who can give this strong, capable leadership, I will extend every possible effort to broaden these opportunities so that we will be able to receive
more benefits as Clemson students.
The Clemson Student Body President is the representative of Clemson
students, both on and off campus.
In representating Clemson students
I will take every opportunity to maintain the dignity of my office, uphold
the great Clemson traditions, and I will
not hesitate to present the views of
Clemson students to the other branches
of student government, the faculty, the
administration, or to any other organized administrative group.

I plan to organize a strong and active executive department. It will be
my policy to seriously consider all suggestions presented to me by any student and I will appoint the necessary
committees to work on all issues involving the best interest of Clemson students and Clemson College.
I plan to make studies in the areas
of parking problems, Clemson Book
Store profits, scholarships, women
housing accommodations, new recreation
facilities and in other important issues.
I will strive to make corrections which
are found necessary.
Clemson Students! Seriously consider the qualifications of each candidate for this important office. Consider
past experience, capabilities, achievements and PAST PERFORMANCES.
ly appreciated.

Clemson College

Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association
Member Associated Collegiate Press
bounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by Students of Clemson
College, The TIUKK is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's Most
interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments and general attitude of those who
read it.
rhe opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, the college,
or the student body as a whole.
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qualified and who is not
should have never arisen. They
say "the constitution is null
and void." How bad off can
you get?. Clarify something;
don't make it more confusing.
After declaring something null
and void, how can they say
that they have the power to
interpret? They have, in reality, vetoed their own power.

The findings of the Senior
Council are so bogged down in
idea-logical hogwash that nobody, even a legal-minded expert, can make heads or tails,
much less any sense out of
anything that went on Tuesday night. The issue at stake
was not a mere trial based on
moral principles or anything
else along the lines of normal
Senior Council activity. The
integriety of Student Government was on trial and it was
found guilty!
"People who had not come
forward because they did not
understand qualifications for
office might possibly have
come forward had they known
of these." Primarily on this
principle the Senior Council
has based its case. People who
don't care enough about Student Government to find out
about qualifications shouldn't
be given any opportunity to
run, much less a double one.
Let's set the record straight
right now. In our opinion the

ADVERTISING
MANAGER
Ronnie Slice

could be a candidate for election to Student Body office.
Since the constitutional
committee, by some mishap,
could not forsee every event in
Ciemson's future, they did not
state this verbatum.
Thus
arises the need for interpretation. We asked for interpretation. What did we get? A rereading! !
Note for those who don't
understand the meaning of
"interpretation"; "A persons
conception of a work of art,
subject, etc. as shown in performance,
criticism, artistic
representation, or the like."
Page 440, column 2, Webster's
New Collegiate Dictionary, 2nd
Edition.

Had the Senior Council had
the foresight to exercise its
powers of interpretation, the
whole issue could have been
clarified rather than confused.
Using an ideaiogical process of
questionable logic, too much
emphasis was placed upon
trivial technicalities and so
far non - existant potential
nominees, rather than deciding whether or not certain
candidates were qualified to
retain their candidacy. We,
therefore, declare that the
finding of the Senior Council
remind us of a line from
Shakespeare which reads, ",..
full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.".

It is the opinion of this writer that the sort of
politics displayed thus far in the campaign are healthy
and should be encouraged at Clemson. Let's face
facts; politics is a business, ruthless and without
quarter. The more training we get here, the better
prepared we will be to face up to similar situations
as they arise in the everyday world into which all
of us will sooner or later be thrown.
Now is the time to think and think seriously
about qualifications, ft would not be fair to say that
the persons nominated for various offices were not
qualified to seek election, nor would it be at all accurate to state that everyone was fully qualified to
run. It is a man's right and duty to hold or seek
office, but it is also his duty to decline to seek office
if he is not fit to serve.
If the wrong people (we won't qualify this statement) are elected, Clemson would be a lot better off
if they would decline to serve rather than making
a royal mess out of everything. The coming year will
be a year of frightful decisions to be made, and without fully qualified and responsible officers, Clemson
is in for trouble.
We passed a constitution with only a minority of
the student body voting. This is bad, but the constitution adopted is excellent. It is a solid foundation on
which to build a , sound student government organization. Will we let this foundation crumble before
ever building anything worthwhile on it? One sure
way to let all the work put on such a fine document
by this year's responsible student government officials go for naught is to elect a lot of irresponsible
glory-hounds as next year's officers.
We are not saying that this will happen, or that
the persons who are running for office are of the
nature stated. It is just that such a thing can happen,
either this year, next year, or sometime in the indeterminable future unless more thought and emphasis is placed upon elections by everyone, not just a few.

Elect Dance Bands?
The time for another dance weekend is rapidly
approaching. Just what arrangements have been
made for Spring Hop may be observed on the front
page of this paper, and from what we hear, potentially top-flight entertainment is on tap. This is my only
plea; get some decent background music for the entertainer.

Remember the unfortunate results of last year's
Junior-Senior? We don't want to see the same thing
happen again, and personally don't feel the CDA can
afford the adverse publicity such an event would
bring about. It is the opinion of this writer that the
CDA is sincere in its efforts to bring good entertainment to the students, but something has gone wrong
this year'in the way their efforts have been received.
Therefore, we would like to propose a possible soluHave you ever stopped to extion
to the problem of student discontent.
amine yourself and what type
of gospel you are proclaiming
At Columbia College dance bands are chosen
in your everyday associations?
from
a list of bands in the area and price range deIn the second form, "structural evangelism" is seeking sired by a general election. What is wrong with this
to witness and thus to be system for use at Clemson? If such a list of five posagents of God's redemptive
action to social structure which sible choices were selected by the CDA, each band
shape our lives as persons and given equal time on WSBF for a week preceding elecprovide the range of alternatives within which persons tions, then voted upon by students, nobody could say
make decisions. Thus we wit- they had not been given a fair deal and a voice in
ness best by not "running
away" from organizations or selection.

Atheist, Agnostic Or Christian,
Each May Proclaim Own Religion

Tiger

He Roars For

officers. Editors whose comments are included herein
are Phil Crotwell, Herbert
Rowland and Fred Bishop.
Academic discussion to the
point of utter absurdity! The
indecisiveness of a supposedly
decisive Student Government
has managed to throw this
publication, elections, nominations, the new constitution
and nearly everything involving politics on our campus into
a state of utter confusion and
unlimited controversy.
Why in hell can't somebody
make up their mind before
1:30 in the morning less than
a week before actual elections
are to take place? A lack of
cooperation between the various branches of a Student
Government which, presumably and primarily, functions
for the good of the students
has proven that personal political bias, not common welfare
or common sense, motivated
actions when the new constitution was found to contain
drastic flaws.
Unconstitutionality
should
have been spotted long before
now. Every branch of Student
Government had its chance to
point out fallacies, to clarify
any ambiguous or vague terminology and to present its
findings to the constitutional
committee and to Student Assembly.
The new constitution was

Words To The Wise
Your vote and support will be great-

VOTE!
The

In viewing the qualifications of the men running
for president, we will leave it to the political column
on front page to give an unbiased estimate of each,
for this writer has some pretty strong personal prejudices that would show up if he tried to give any
sort of evaluation.
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Recently I had the opportunity to attend a conference
in which the book Gospel On
Campus was the* study guide
and the Rev. Lacy Harwell of
the University of Florida was
the principal speaker. Through
the study of this book and the
points of Mr. Harwell's addresses, several very pertinent
points relating to the college
campus were brought out.
The one I should like to
comment upon concerns the
fact that each student has a
gospel to proclaim, and a witness to bear to this gospel regardless of what religion he
may profess. For many of us,
this may seem absurd since
none of us have hit the sawdust trail to change the lives
and thinking of other people.
But then, think again. How
many gospels do you think are
evidenced at Clemson? The
answer is that there are as
many as there are students
here. Each of us, whether we
may be Christian, atheist, agnostic, or whatever, the way
we live, talk, and think make
us real living examples of our
gospel.
Although the word evangelism is particularly associated
in our western society with the
Christian faith, it may be defined broadly as "witnessing
persuasively with our whole
being to what we believe is
true". The conviction is that
every man has a "god" to

By JOE THOMPSON
Student Body Chaplain
proclaim and a "gospel" to
declare, so that everyone is an
"evangelist".
Waldo Beach has written,
"The university or college, big
or small is the soiwsding board
and the market-place of ideas.
Because it involves at its
heart the study of ideas by
persons who believe some
things and who disbelieve
others, the college is a marketplace and testing ground of
faiths as well as facts."
Faith as one commentary
has it is as follows: "My faith
is a response to God's grace,
not an achievement for which
I can claim credit, not a calculated decision, and not a moral attainment — any more
than falling in love is any of
these things. Self-giving is involved in decision as in love or
loyalty. But my decision is
called forth by the insistent
love of God that I can no longer resist or ignore. When I begin to live in faith, it is because once I see God clearly, I
can do no other."
As Christians in the world of
today, we must commit our
lives to the witness of Jesus
Christ. This witness will take
two forms, the first being person to person, and the second
being "structural evangelism".
As stated before in the way
we talk, act, and think we are
witnessing to some gospel. It
must, however, be a close personal one to be meaningful.

functions that we disapprove,
but by being a witness through
them to the gospel we are
seeking to proclaim.
It seems to me, that as elections are rolling around, as selections are made to head organizations and publications,
as pledges are voted into
membership, that the Christian will find opportunities
through the structures already
established on our campus to
be effective in his witness to
God. Whether we are to be
candidates for office or simply
voters, we can make our influence felt through a sincere
personal witness by the means
of "structural evangelism".
May I encourage each of you
to take an active part In the
society which is the campus, in
which you find yourselves, to
be a witness to the only true
gospel, the gospel of Christ. Its
your Christian responsibility to
do MO.

If a band is elected by popular student vote, and
then does not pan out, who can the electors blame
other than themselves? Why should the CDA remain
a "scapegoat for student criticism" when such a
situation is not necessary? We personally think that
the use of such a system is well worth a try, and
might very well get things back on a more friendly
basis as far as relationships between the student body
and CDA go.
Some comment on this proposal will be greatly
appreciated by the writer, and he is sure that the
CDA will be interested to know what students think
of such a system. CDA is interested in pleasing all
the students it possibly can; of this we are convinced.
Howabout it, Will this system work; can it work;
do you want it? All we can get is student opinion,
but in the past this has been a mighty force in clearing up a lot of campus problems.
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Book Review

Red Badge Of Courage' Is Continuation
Of Specially Achieved 'Scarlet Letter'
By GRAY GARWOOD
Here she was easily accepted and one day while in the process
Complaints have reached m because the southerners thought of burning Atlanta he saw Scarthat I am not treating some c the scarlet letter "A" stood for let, or Pearl, entering a jail to
visit a friend. He waited for her
the students in the proper man- aristocrat.
ner. It seems that the freshma"
Here she lived in peace and to leave and followed her home.
and sophomores feel that the
omfort for some years. Then He knew that if he could get this
have been neglected by my de long came the Civil War and scarlet letter and take it bad:
voting an entire article to th .enry Fleming. Henry was a north it would be a red badge
campus "beat" set. I agree, r oung yankee youth of known co- of courage with which he could
fact, I agree to such an exten rardice. He had been forced into prove his worth to his people. He
that I plan to devote the nex he army by his towns people entered the house and attacked
few articles to them alone. It ha u an effort to get rid of him. Scarlet. Then his luck turned.
been suggested to me that I coulc This somewhat irritated Henry Melonie, Scarlet's sister-in-law.
do them a great service by light- and he determined to do a coura- came upon the scene and shot
ening their load — namely Eng- geous deed which would gain him this poor luckless dog.
lish parallel reading — by review- respect in their eyes. He had This unwarrented attack
ing some of the books that they heard of the Scarlett letter, for frightened Scarlet and fearing a
are required to read during the many of the people of Salem were reprisal she decided that she had
semester. This I shall do!
curious as to where Pearl had better dispose of the letter. Her
For this week's selection I gone and had sent search par- problem was how to put it to good
have chosen two books as my ties out to look for her. They had use. As the book closes we see
topic. It seems only logical to resented the loss of their main Scarlet once more on public disme that The Red Badge of source of gossip and were anxious play, standing before the townsCourage should be a continu- to get the scarlet letter back, it people of Atlanta as she dedicates
ation of The Scarlet Letter. being a rotating trophy and not the rebuilding of the burned city
Thus I have decided to deal a permanent one.
using her scarlet letter "A" in
with the two as one single
Great luck befell Henry. He the signpost of the "A"tlanta
story and the reader will was assigned to Sherman's army Home For Unwed Mothers.
notice how they fall nicely in
line with one another. The
story goes like this:
: Dance Weekend
Hester Prynne, our heroine, has
been naughty! "Youth will ,be
Youth" I always say, but the peoBy ZIP GRANT
ple of Salem town did not follow
x
this old adage. They were horriTiger Feature Writer
fied at Hester for giving birth to
The CDA, after a weak Mid-Winters, has bounced
a daughter without benefit of
clergy! Those of you have read back with some sensational talent for Spring Hop. Roy
this book may wonder at this, but Hamilton—a man who sings with inspiring conviction
nevertheless that was the case.
In punishment for her actions she —will be featured in the April 15th dance. He will be
was voted out of the Salem Witch backed up by a rocking seven piece combo which is an
Burners Club, her faggots were assurance that Spring Hop will possibly be the best
confiscated, and she was put on
public display with her new born dance of the year.
child in the windy common of old
Has Many Hits
Salem. As if this were not enough
she was also required to wear a
His hits of "Unchained Melody," "You'll Never
bright scarlet letter to signify her
achievement. This was somewhat Walk Alone," and "Don't Let Go" have made the name,
of an honor in her case, for hav- Hamilton, a popular by-word for excellent varied
ing a baby without benefit of music.
clergy made her somewhat of a
saint to the towns lesser witches.
Roy Hamilton's repertoire of music has a unique
The years pass by. Hester and variety. His style is compounded from the Gospel,
her daughter Pearl have settled
on the outskirts of the town and "Pop," and semi-classical fields with a touch of rhythm
live a rather secluded life. They and blues. Central Dance Association has certainly
are more or less accepted by the secured the type entertainment that will appeal to a
people of the village and come
and go as they please. Hester's great majority of the student body, and this dance
scarlet letter is always worn so will probably attract as many people as did the very
people can see it at a distance successful dance of last semester—Homecoming.
and cross to the other side of the
trail as she approaches. Life goes
Activities Revive
on. Nothing of importance happens to these two lonely people.
The advent of Spring has brought many clubs out
Their only exciting time is when of their winter dormancy, and varied activities are
the scarlet letter is removed and
redyed. It has become a treasur- being planned to re-generate interest in these organied article in the lives of Hester zations. One such organization is the Forestry Club
and Pearl, and Pearl eagerly which is having a "Field Day" this week-end in the
awaits the day when it will be
hers by the terms of her mothers mountains. The club is promoting intra-club compewill.
tition by featuring ax and knife throwing contests,
Nature will win out. As the log rolling contests, and other similar activities.
years passed Hester became frail
Clemson is expected to be at the beach during
and gaunt. Her letter was too
much for her. One day she fell Easter in full force. "The Pad" and "Sonny's" will
while out picking herbs for the most likely to be headquarters for these lusty college
widows annual herb sale. Due to
the weight of the letter she wasn't students; and to those who will be down there for
able to rise and she lay there all the holidays, a word to the wise. . . .don't pick the sea
night. The next day she was found oats, and, by all means, don't take the little cans out
— frozen.
Pearl was now on her own. on the streets!
She decided to find a new life
for herself down South. She
carefully packed her mother's
scarlet letter along with her
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
other few possessions and took
the next steamer to Georgia.
Hardware - Sporting Goods
Once in Georgia she changed
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
her name to Scarlet O'Hara.

Easter Reigns Here For Only One Short Day
By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Feature Writer
Eagerly the travelers began
their exploration, ready to acknowledge and note all the proceedings they observed in this
strange land. Their judgement
would rest upon their collective
reports, a tell-tale summary of
this unusual breed in such a controversial land.
Instantly fascinated by the
overall color and the hustle
bustle of activity, they scanned
every facet of the life around
them and carefully scrutinized
every individual. Color ruled.
Flowers adorned everyone. Happiness seemed to be everywhere.
People were seen flocking to
various buildings, each of which
seemed to be a picture of peace,
serene reverence, and solemn respct.
Passing by these buildings
and strolling through the heavily populated residential sections, the travelers were compelled to pause and observe
dozens of small, gayly dressed
children playing games in many
yards. Each child had a basket over his arm to further
adorn him and continually exclaimed with glee his progress

Here and There

in the game to his observing it —"Are you still crucifying ,
parents
and
participating HIM?"
friends.
Confused and overly curious
Hesitant to pause in any one now, the group decided that this
section too long, the group hur- was evidently a building erected
ried on, only to find that these as a place of worship for a God,
scenes were typical everywhere. something like Taj. their eternal
Each residential section with its Provider. Amazed that so many
scene dominated by colorful, hap- people could be bonded by this
py children and each residential mutual belief in one Ruler, the
section with windows filled to- group found that they shared the
overflowing with bright clothes, question of the commonness of
flowers, and candies indicated a this observance. Could this be of
prosperous, though unusual, land. a daily nature? Could a people
develop so strong a faith?
Aware of the strong contrast
between the gay faces of the chil- The travelers' wondering was
dren and the solemn manner of then interrupted as a leader of
those entering the beautiful, steep- some sort assumed the position
led buildings, the travelers estab- as speaker and began a direct
lished that some sort of obser- conservation with this God. Durvance was taking place and that ing the entire conversation, which
it had a particularly different af- was of a thankful nature for past
fect on the various ages. The rule benefits and of an appeal for
seemed apparent — the more ag- future guidance, an extremely noed, the more solemn and serious. ticeable hush fell over the crowd
Finally the travelers joined and every one of them bowed his
a procession into one of the head in humble respect.
buildings and found that it was
At the end of the program,
very similar to an auditorium which included several mass
or a debating room. In
the singings about a Creator and a
background, behind a speaker's long talk by the leader about
rostrum, a huge cross hung on HIM, the entire group began to
the wall. Over the cross,
a file out of the building, still
caption had been placed with maintaining this solemness preonly a few words inscribed on viously noticed. Fascinated now

'm Your Bunny

beyond belief that this
God, an entire nation, paused for a
according to the speaker, would moment and began to speak.
sacrifice his son for these peo- This land is like a vast beach,
ple, the travelers glanced from
one to the other, each to con- scattered with old, wind scarred,
firm his own doubt. Yet, could sun blistered crosses — a cross
so many people be so gullible? for every person. Everyday these
Surely there must be something people must travel over this beach
to their faith, in lieu of the to reach their various destinfact that this faith held by so ations. Some, although no one can
many could be compared to a stop, try to kick a little sand ovgreat tidal wave, sweeping up er their cross, while others atevery obstacle in its path.
tempt to rake some of the sand
Gradually, some conception of off the cross, bringing it back inthis faith began to dawn in the to view, and others, desperately
minds of the travelers and their trying to ignore it, veer away.
feelings were mixed with won- This Is the picture of our life.''
der and overwhelmed with awe. After the old man had gone,
Silence was the word as the en- the travelers talked of these
tire group pondered the things things among themselves until
they had learned — a great God finally the time had come for
looking over a group of people them to depart. Partially convincwhose faith enabled them to nev- ed about some of the ways yet
completely bewildered on others,
er question his power.
the group returned to their
Upon leaving the church, the world to give their reports.
group noticed an extremely
And here, Easter had reigned
old man ambling down the
road.
Fascinated by the for a day.
wrinkled wise old face, the
group stopped him and ques- 'Y' Council Sponsors
tioned him about this man
who had been crucified and Six Dance Lessons
Sophomore Y Council will
about his followers.
sponsor
dance lessons starting
The old man, now representing
April 11. The cost will be $6.00
for a series of lessons. Time and
AIA
place will be announced later
(Continued From Page 1)
according to David Myers, pres.
Sophomore Y Council.
non-members.
The Beaux Arts Ball, originated in France in L'Echole des
Beaux Arts, now has become a BOB SAYS:
tradition in cities and schools of
Architecture in the United States.
Traditional
Guests masquerade in the most
original costumes they can create
SUITS
and prizes go to the couples judged as having the most effective.
and
At the first ball at Clemson,
SPORTS COATS
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Proctor won
first prize as a dog and a fire
hydrant. Last year Gil Parktjr and Lightweight, Comfortable
his date were judged best as
and Casual
Violet the cow and Albert the alligator from the comic strip,
POGO.
Bob Washington, president of
the Student Chapter, stated that
he expected a good crowd and
imaginative costumes at this, the
Third Annual Beaux Arts Ball.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

On Campus

(.Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiMts", etc.)

The lucky Easter Rabbit seems to have his eyes full while watching lovely co-ed Linda
Chandler try on her Easter outfit. Kay's Dress Shop is the scene, and don't we all wish
we could have been there? (Tiger Feature photo by Jerry Stafford)

NOTICE
Cadets who are scheduled to
enter the Army
Advanced
Course ROTC Program in September 1961 will undergo physical examinations at Clemson
College on Wednesday, April 5.
The physical examination will
be conducted by a mobile unit
from Fort Jackson. There will
be no cost to the student.
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10 BLOCKS TO—

BOOM!

Winthrop College
Town House Motel
SPECIAL WEEKEND RATES
503 E. Main St. — Phone 327-2038

ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA

Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to the
No. 1 problem facing American colleges today: the population,
explosion. Only last week four people exploded in Cleveland,
Ohio—one of them while carrying a plate of soup. In case you're
thinking such a thing couldn't happen anywhere but in Cleveland, let me tell you there were also two other cases last week—
a 45 year old man in Provo, Utah, and a 19 year old girl in
Bangor, Maine—and in addition there was a near-miss in
Klamath Falls, Oregon—an eight year old boy who was saved
only by the quick thinking of his cat Walter who pushed the
phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialled the department
of weights and measures. (It would perhaps have made more
sense for Walter to dial the fire department, but one can hardly
expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed by a
Dalmatian, can one?)

SULLIVAN HARDEWARE CO.
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JACK TAR British knit cardigan with >/,
length sleeves and stand-up collar. Knit of
100% fine cotton. Square rig fitted trunks
of cotton and rubber. Combinations of
gold, olive and navy with white. Cardigan
$8.95 Trunks $5.95

THE

MALOLOS ADMIRALTY wind-worthy 100%
cotton gabardine jacket with bos'n pocket
and British collar. Matching tailored
Hawaiian trunks. In white, gold, natural,
olive and blue with contrast braid striping.
Jacket $7.95 Trunks $5.95

SeAFaKiNg MaN is a

MALOLO® PICCADILLY LANE foulard
stripe, terry lined jacket with terry trim
on front. Teamed with standard Hawaiian
action trunks, both of 100% cotton. In
color combinations of spice, olive and blue
ground. Jacket $8.95 Trunks $6.95

Gtftft[WUC

MaN

(with a British accent)

Mooring your craft or sunning on a raft, Calalina combines the sun and sea of
California with the British style influence to brighten your seaworthy command.

STORM WARNING 100% cotton knit. Cardigan with >/, length sleeves. Contrast tone
trim on jacket and matching front zip
Hawaiian trunks. 'Storm God' embroidered
on jacket pockets and trunks. Colors in
white, gold or spice. Cardigan $9.95
Trunks $7.95

MALOLO* LIGHT BRIGADE regimental
stripe jacket with British accented collar
and oversize pocket. Shell head buttons.
Shown with tailored front zip trunks. Of
100% woven cotton in color combinations
of gold/red or grey/green. Jacket $6.95
Trunks $4.95

COLOR GUARD blazer knit cardigan with
full sleeve and button front. Shown over
medium length boxer trunks. Finest 100%
cotton and available in colors of gold/black
or navy/red with white. Cardigan $7.95
Trunks $5.95

t\
» Catalina, Inc., Los Angeles, California. Another fine

Kayser-Roth Product.

Is your future up in the air?
As the communications needs of our nation
become steadily greater and more complex,
the Bell Telephone System is continuing its
pioneer work in microwave by "taking to the
air" more and more to get the word across.
To this end, Western Electric—the manufacturing arm of the Bell System—has the
monumental task of producing a large part of
the microwave transmission equipment that
knits our country together by shrinking thousands of miles into mere seconds.
In spite of its great technological strides,
the science of radio relay is a rapidly-changing
one. And new break-throughs and advances
are common occurrences. A case in point: our
Bell System "TH" Microwave Radio Relay.
This newest development in long-distance
telephone transmission will eventually triple
the present message-carrying capacity of existing long-haul radio relay installations. A fullscale system of 6 working and 2 protection
channels can handle 11,000 telephone messages at the same time.
To make microwave work takes a host of
special equipment and components: relay
towers, antennae, waveguides, traveling wavetubes, transistors, etc. But just as important,

it takes top-caliber people to help us broaden
our horizons into such exciting new areas as
communication by satellites!
And microwave is only part of Western
Electric's opportunity story. We have—right
now-hundreds of challenging and rewarding
positions in virtually all areas of telephony,
as well as in development and building of
defense communications and missile guidance
systems for the Government.
So, if your future is "up in the air," you owe
it to your career to see "what's up" for you at
Western Electric.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of "Western Electric and
Your Career" from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. And be sure
to arrange for a Western Electric interview when the
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

I bring up the population exu.v^on not to alarm you, for I
feel certain that science will ultimately solve the problem. After
all, has not science in recent years brought us such marvels as
the transistor, the computer, the bevatron, and the Marlboro
filter? Oh, what a saga of science was the discovery of the
Marlboro filter! Oh, what a heart-rending epic of endless trial
and error, of dedication and perseverance! And, in the end, what
a triumph it was when the Marlboro scientists after years of
testing and discarding one filter material after another—iron,
nickel, lead, tin, antimony, sponge cake—finally emerged, tired
but happy, from their laboratory, carrying in their hands the
perfect filter cigarette! What rejoicing there was that day!
Indeed, what rejoicing there still is whenever we light a Marlboro
and settle back and enjoy that full-flavored smoke which comes
to us in soft pack or flip-top box at tobacco counters in all
fifty states and Cleveland!
Yes, science will ultimately solve the problems rising out of the
population explosion, but in this meantime the problems hang
heavy over America's colleges. This year will bring history's
greatest rush of high school graduates. Where will we find classrooms and teachers for this gigantic new influx?
Well sir, some say the answer is to adopt the trimester system.
This system, now in use at many colleges, eliminates summer
vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of two, and
compresses a four year course into three years.
This is good, but is it good enough? Even under the trimester
system the student has occasional days off. Moreover his nights
are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind of all-out attack
that is indicated?
I say no. I say desperate problems call for desperate remedies. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I say
we must do no less than go to school every single day of the
year. But that is not all. I say we must go to school #4 hours
of every day!
The benefits of such a program are, of course, obvious. First
of all, the classroom shortage will immediately disappear because all the dormitories can be converted into classrooms.
Second, the teacher shortage will immediately disappear because
all the night watchmen can be put to work teaching calculus
and Middle English poetry. And finally, overcrowding will
immediately disappear because everyone will quit school.
Any further questions?
„ DU ,

M4NUFACIUWN6 AND SVtKt V^ UNIT Of THE «EU SYSTrM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Irtd.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.;
Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.j North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters; 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Yes, one further question: Have you tried Marlboro's newest
partner in pleasure—the unaltered, king-size Philip Morris
Commander? If not, by all means come aboard. You'll be
glad you did.
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PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

Harvey Newton, AFROTC Cadet Colonel,
Discusses Various Pertinent Problems

By BOBBY FERRELL
Tiger Feature Writer
"I came to Clemson because I wanted a degree in engineering and after a visit
to Clemson I felt it to be the best all-around engineering school in the state."
These are the words of Harvey Newton, AFROTC leader, and an active worker in
student affairs at Clemson.
Harvey, a ceramic Engineering
major from HartsvOle has taken Harvey is a member of Scab- Harvey, after graduation, plans
an undying interest in Clemson bad and Blade, Keramos, Tiger to go into flight training with the
and has done a great job in up- Brotherhood, Arnold Air Society, Air Foroe and after basic flight
holding military training at Clem- American Ceramic Society, Slip- training he plans to pursue his
son in the only way possi- stick, and is on Senior Council. ceramic interests.
ble since regular military was ******** *******
abolished several years ago. Now
AFROTC, in which Harvey is Ca
det Colonel, has been ordered
abolished at Clemson. Harvey
Newton states the reasons
for
this. "There are now 171 colleges
with AFROTC detachments and
the Air Force feels that they
By JOHN A. LONG, II
need only 100.
Tiger Managing Editor
"Last summer, in an effort
John
Fitzgerald Kennedy is in
to solve this problem, the Air
many respects the most dangerForce called together all presious man the American people
dents of colleges with AFROTC
could have elected to the Presidetachments and discussed the
dency of the United States. This
problem. In view of the fact
probably strikes one as quite a
that the AFROTC was producrash statement, but there are
ing more officers than needed
certain incidents surrounding
and, at the same time, Army
this man, statements by him,
ROTC was not producing
and comparisons of him to other
enough officers, the Board of
Presidents whic hlead to such a
Trustees saw fit to phase out
seemingly profound allegation.
AFROTC at Clemson."
These,
reasoned deductively,
lead to two direct end results —
Reasons Given
war and-or an embryo dictatorOn asking Harvey the reason
ship.
this had to happen at Clemson, he
When Franklin Roosevelt took
replied, "The only reason I know
office
in a time of depression
is the reason President Edwards
some thirty years ago, he gave
gave. He feels that anybody who
the nation these immortal words,
graduates from Clemson and is
HARVEY NEWTON
"The only thing you have to
physically qualified to have a
fear is fear itself". Yet there
commission should be able to get
Coed To Coed
have been certain instances when
one from Clemson. Under the preone would think that Kennedy was
sent system the AFROTC overall
trying to strike some horrible terstandards were so high this was
ror into his people (the recent
not true. Many AFROTC students My Dear Callie,
State of the Union Message, for
who were physically qualified for
College is not what I had imagined! In fact, it's example). Says the President,
advanced did not meet the overall requirements for advanced far from a giggle. Are you finding that it is very dif- "No man entering upon this offerent from your hopes—I mean, expectations? My fice, regardless of party, could
AFROTC."
fail to be staggered upon learning
When asked whetner he thought schedule contributes most to my drudgery. Every
this would affect Clemson
he morning I have to jump up at six, run a half-mile, eat
stated, "I definitely feel that the my low-protein, high-nothing breakfast and get out of
college will miss AFROTC bemy track clothes. Throwing on my yellow, dapple
cause it provides such a strong
program for developing leader- dimpered sweater, which is so long I have to wire it
ship in Clemson students. Since to the tops of my no sneer, no snare, double-joined,
it has been phased out, a Clem- high speed stockings, I run to my first class, compos- Sophomore Weichel is one of the
son student seeking a commission ing myself on the dead run.
many AFROTC Cadets to meet
in the armed forces has absothe above panel of Air Force offiNapping,
yet
smiling
all
the
while,
I
find
my
lutely no choice in which branch
cers in the past few weeks desirhe can get a commission. I feel mornings go quite fast after I once get them started. ing an Air Force Commission
that if it had been possible at all The afternoon labs are really a pain—can you imagine through the advanced program.
to reduce the size of the AFROTC me cutting up a poor frog? My professor says I'm a Frederick Paul Weichel, Jr., is
at Clemson. "This would have
from Atlanta, Ga. and is majorthree big advantages over the natural—something—about frogs and cutting and such. ing in mechanical engineering.
complete phasing out. Any stuOh, how I wish I were back on the farm, running
dent wishing to enroll at Clem- barefoot through the clover and singing the last stan Mr. Weichel participated in the
Air Force freshman drill team
son would have a choice of
which branch he wants. The zas of "You Gotta Have Heart In This Old World If and is now a member of the
Air Force's need for fewer offi- You Want To Get Ahead And You Ain't Knowing The Pershing Rifles and Regimental
Staff. He has passed the Air Force
cers would be more closely met Right People Already."
Officer Qualification Test with exthan at present. Also the Army's
I have a meeting of Signa Me Too, my sorority, to- exceptionally high scores.
need for more officers would still
night and there's a possibility of my being elected Following this test, he took an
be more closely met."
right nimble-blitzer if I'm always early. I'll finish this Air Force physical examination
URGES VOTING
and received the Air Force ROTC
tomorrow.
"In reference to up-coming
blue seal of approval.
Bonjour, my friend! I learned that in French toelections I urge every student
Cadets in the advanced proto vote. A recent example of day. Studying simply fascinates me—I could sit and gram are paid $.90 per day for
the results of poor participation watch it all day. French may be a wasted time, how- approximately 600 days. During
by the student body is seen in
ever, for I'm seriously considering switching to Archi- the first summer of the advancthe fact that the new constitued course, the cadets
attend
tion, ratified by a very small tecture. It may not be such a good major for a girl, summer camp at an Air Force
minority or the student body, but it would be such fun to draw those cute little Base for a period of four weeks.
is being contested in several buildings.
This program is designed to give
counts in its first tests and that
an idea of how a typical Air
Today
My
Horoscope
advised
me
to
be
as
closely
being its requirements for stuBase functions. At summer
dents running for student gov- connected with politics as possible, so I'm cutting all camp cadets are given quarters,
ernment offices. I was also my classes. Clever, huh? A girl really has to watch meals, uniforms, and medical
very happy to see the interest herself these days.
care free plus transportation to
taken in student government. I
and from the Air Base or $.05
Pardon
me
if
it
seems
that
I'm
bragging,
Callie,
noticed there were at least five
per mile. Pay for the four weeks
times as many this time as but I'm really proud of the 4.0 I pulled last semester. is an additional $72.00 for the
last year."
All these poor little boys running around with about a cadet.
Harvey also commented on the 1.6—whatever do they do with all their time if they Those cadets that finish in the
poor showing of the Freshmen in don't study? I think it's their fraternity life that slows upper 1-3 of their class during the
their academic work. He states, them down, because I know one pledge for I Tappa summer camp tour and are in the
upper 1-3 of their graduating class,
"This seems to be characteristic
of freshmen classes since milita- Keg who has amassed 17,369 points and hasn't become will be eligible for a regular Air
ry at Clemson was done away active yet. All I had to do to join my sorority was pay Force commission.
Even with the overall diminwith. If this could be improved for my pen and write everything I know on a little
ishing need in total numbers of
in any small way it would be one card they gave us.
Air Force officers, there continof the best things for Clemson."
But, enough of this nonsense, Callie. I'll look for- ues to be an increasing need for
ward to getting your answer. I think I'll spend the a larger absolute number of
rest of the day getting in a little sun - fun in my famous qualified engineering officers.
The Air Force is especially
red, breath-with-you bathing suit.
seeking the electrical, mechaniAdieu (also French),
cal, and civil engineering gradRita Roundabout
uate. Mr. Weichel is one of the

By Warnie,

Personality Profile

JFK Poses Danger To The Future Of America

'Dear Callie'

I

—even in this brief trial through es all other problems in years by those memorable words on
which we must pass in the next past. Today is a time of great fear. Ws must remember that the
four years—that ... Each day the danger, yes, but it certainly is no war lifted the United States out
crises multiply .. . Each day their greater than the perils this coun- of the depression in Roosevelts
solution grows more difficult . . . try has faced each day since the administration, and thus we must
Each day we draw nearer the : signers of The Declaration of In- be careful that Kennedy does
hour of maximum danger
dependence proclaimed our lib- not create a distorted situation or
Why does he do it? There is a erty.
atmosphere of crisis, escapable
reason, a coldly, yet well calcu- The danger, as we see it, is only through war, today.
lated reason which will be exthat the American people will be It is true that for Kennedy's
plained later.
induced into hasty actions which New Frontier to function properSimply because today's prob- neither have been thought out nor ly (same as the past New Deal
lems are studied closely for the have any substantial basis. They and Fair Deal) an air of crisis is
first time—the Congo, Cuban, Al- will be led to feverish speculation necessary, but we again must begerian, Laos crisis; the recession; to strengthen our forces, to pan- ware that he does not allow us to
the gold drainage; the missile icky attempts to prop our so-call- think that this nation is in need
gap; Communism; socialism — ed sagging economy, to move- of drastic, profound changes to
simply because these now seem ments to rescue the world and combat his fabricated emergenformidable, we must not misinter- appease our enemies, and event- cies.
pret the immensity of them. That ually, inevitably to war.
Here, therefore, is the main
is, we must not become so pre- Someone once said that "confi- reason Kennedy has spread fear
occupied with them that we for- dence is a vital element in pros- that we are near the "hour of
get, or at least, belittle, our great perity". We must remind Kennedy maximum danger". For any radassets — the most powerful mili- that the melancholy atmosphere ical movement or change (New
tary in the world, the greatest that he is dis-seminating is not at Frontier idea) to be justified,
economy, our road development, all inducive to a national confi- there must be a critical need for
homes, education, our way of life dence of this country's strength; such; and Kennedy is attempting
so sought for and admired by for as much as Kennedy is striv- to create such a crisis through his
other countries.
ing to follow the path of Roose- disproportionate propaganda.
We must not allow Kennedy's velt he has chosen a course very Now if Kennedy would miniflowery speech to dull our minds different from the one set forth mize his "national peril" as he
and mesmerize us into thinking
that this "hour of peril" surpass-

Many Qualifications Constitute
Basis For Advanced AFROTC Cadet
cadets auaiified in the hard core
Category II teclmical field described.
Mr. Weichel began his freshman
year in a class of 440 students.
Those applying for the advanced
program with a GPR of 1.7 or better are 104. Of the 104 applicants,
12 have not met the physical standards and there will be more who
have not obtained a 1.8 GPR or
become an academic junior by
next year. But from the total number meeting the basic requirements spelled . out by the Air
Force, there will be about 6 out
of 10 cadets selected for the advanced program.
Good luck Mr. Weichel. You
are well on the road toward being one of the selected Air Force
advanced cadets.

SAMMETH DRUG CO.
Telephone TU 2-2210
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

■ CLEMSON MEN FOR YOUR EASTER OUTFIT

Shop Abbott's Mens Shop

—fIBBO+t-S
MCNS

SHOP

CLEMSON - SENECA

FOR THOSE WHO CARE ENOUGH
TO WEAR THE VERY BEST!

calls it and his personal ambition
and, instead, maximize a selfless
effort to serve his country to his
utmost ability, building the confidence of his nation, he could become a great leader. It was such
humbleness that governed the
Presidencies of Washington, Lincoln, and Hoover. A grim prophesy, a joke, that I read in a
recent Time illustrates the dangerousness of this man: "We
now have Jack for eight years,
then we will have Bobby for eight
years, then it will be Teddy for
eight years, then it will be 1984."

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 654-3230
Thur., Fri., Sat.,
Mar. 23, 24, 25
WALT DISNEY'S
New All-Cartoon Feature

"One Hundred
And One
Dalmatians"
In Technicolor
— • —
SPECIAL LATE SHOW
Fri. Night, Mar. 24
1 Show Only, 10:30 P.M.

"Between Time
And Eternity"
Lilli Palmer
— • —
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Mar. 26, 27, 28, 29

"The World Of
Suzie Wong"
Starring . . . William
Holden, Nancy Kwan
In Technicolor

: OCONEE :
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
— • —

Saturday Night, Mar. 25 and|
Morv-Wed., Mar. 27-29

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

"BUTTERFIELD
8"
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence
Harvey and Eddie Fisher
In Color

— • —
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Afternoon
Mar. 30, 31, April 1

"ESTHER AND
THE KING"
Joan Collins, Richard Egan
with Dennis O'Dea
In Color

— • —
Saturday Night, April 1

"THE
SNOW QUEEN"
In Color and Also

"THE MARRIAGE
GO-ROUND"
In Color

_ * _
Monday-Saturday Afternoon
ADULTS
60e
STUDENTS
50e
Children (under 14) 25c
Saturday Night
ADULTS 6> STUDENTS _ 75*

— At—

'Faclory-To-YoiT
Prices
You Save
The Middle

TIGER TAVERN
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House

OPEN 9:30 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
* Sandwiches * Newsstand

Its what's up front that counts

Man's Profit!
Newest in college and
conservative
clothes.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.

0. P.O.
CLOTHES

20 Billfold Print. From Any Picture Or Negative For $1.20

106 N. Main St.

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

GREENVILLE, S. C.

"BETWEEN THE BANKS"

FILTER-BLEND!up front is a Winston exclusive. It
makes Winston really taste like a cigarette. Filter-Blend
means tobaccos specially selected and specially processed
for good taste in filter smoking. Try Winston.
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

WINSTON TASTES Q&QX* like a cigarette should!
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i# I Aff |# You can tell him by his favorite food-sour grapes. According to the cynic,
there's an opportunist in every public office, an Elmer Gantry in every pulpit, a racketeer in
every union local. No worthy cause can possibly succeed, he believes, because the world is
full of schemers. A master of the negative, a veteran wet blanket, he dampens dedication,
chills initiative. And while the cynic sits and grumbles, doctors answer midnight calls...
artists create works with more concern for art than applause.?; school teachers help their
students, not their bank accounts, grow. Where would America be today if the cynic's view
had always prevailed? Human advancement proves that people can, and usually do, work
together for the common good. In this nuclear age, is there any other choice?
Career hunting? The amazing growth of NATIONWIDE is clear
testimony to the power of new ideas. Founded in 1926, NATIONWIDE
today is the world's second largest mutual auto insurer in cars insuredand one ofAmerica's leading underwriters of fire, life and general insurance
- Our representatives also have the opportunity to sell mutual funds.
If you'd like to work for this dynamic company, NATIONWIDE is hiring
sales representatives now. Earn while you learn-with advancement oppor-

&6R^/C

America's most progressive insurance organization

ATIONWIDE
^_^^^^^^^_^_^

tunities.WriteDeanW.Jeffers,KP..Sales,Nationwide,Columbusl6,Ohio. ^^*'^^^»,Ui^«fc4«^ii
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Spring Football Practice Opens
Great Team
me* With A Potentially
Coach Howard Anticipates
Palmer Fires - Then Watches

By BOBBY COWSERT
Tiger Sports Writer

Toughest Schedule Ever

Spring Practice Begins
Spring sessions for the 1961 football season open
today with approximately ninety boys expected out
for the team. The memories of the mediocre record of
the 1960 Tigers will be wiped from the minds of the
coaches and players. With the bright prospects that
are out for this year's squad, Coach Howard is anticipating an improvement over last fall's team. However,
Clemson this fall will play a much tougher schedule,
and the work is really cut out for the coaches in order
to have the team ready for the opener. The schedule
consists of Florida, Tulane, Furman, South Carolina,
North Carolina, Duke, Maryland, Wake Forest, North
Carolina State, and possibly an unknown opponent for
a post season game. Let's all hope so anyway. One of
the highlights of spring practice is the annual coach
ing clinic on April 20-21-22 while the annual IPTAY
jamboree is slated the night of the spring game in
the dining hall.
While the football team is going all out on the grid
iron, baseball and other sports will be in the full swing
of things. The participants on these teams work just
as hard and just as long in practice to represent Clem
son in their respective fields. What say, men, let's
get out and support these boys in their contests!
Coach Bill Wilhelm carries his baseball Bengals to
Charleston for games with the Citadel Bulldogs today
and tomorrow. They return home March 31 for a home
opener with the University of Maryland. The team has
good prospects this year and should be really tough
during the season. Let's hope that they bring back
two victories from the port city! The tennis team
opened ,their season yesterday with the University of
Minnesota. Coach Leslie Longshore pits his crew
against Duke here at Clemson in its next match on
March 27. The track team returns home from the
Florida Relays this weekend and runs against North
Carolina in the home opener on March 29. The golf
team opens today with the University of South Carolina today on the Boscobel Course. Last week the rifle
team placed second only to Maryland in the Atlantic
Coast meet. They trailed the winners by only four
points. The Tiger sharpshooters tallied a total of 1397
out of a possible 1500. This was a job well done and
each member of the team received silver medals for
their skill.

Congratulations
Congratulations are in store for Coach Bones McKinney and his Wake Forest Demon Deacons. The
Deacs won the conference championship and then
marched on to the finals in the Eastern Regional before
being upset by St. Joseph's. They conquered such
teams as St. John's and nationally-ranked St. Bonaventure before meeting defeat. Len Chappell was
voted the outstanding player award in the tournament,
and he truly deserved it.
Belated congratulations should also go to Jake
Penland, sports editor The State newspaper, and Bob
Fulton, the "Voice of the Gamecock", who were recently voted outstanding sportswriter and sports announcer respectively in the state of South Carolina. Penland is primarily known around Clemson for his verbal wars with Frank Howard. Fulton for the past two
years has broadcast the Bluebonnet Bowl game to fans
across the nation.

Clemson Talent Makes Good
When major league baseball practice began the
other week, three past Clemson stars were in uniform
for some major league team. These three were: Ty
Cline, outfielder with the Cleveland Indians; Hal Stowe,
pitcher with the New York Yankees; and Bill O'Dell,
pitcher with the San Francisco Giants. One other
Tiger standout, Butch Spiers, is with Shreveport in
the Texas League. Best of luck to these boys during
the coming year!

TRACK SCHEDULE
UNC at Clemson
N. C. State at Clemson ;
Wake Forest - Duke at Durham
Furman Relays at Greenville
Furman at Clemson
_J
..x

March 29
April 8
April 12
April 14, 15
April 22

Today the mighty Clemson Tig- services of such outstanding play- ley, and Bost; quarterback Aners will once again roar onto the ers as Lokndes Shingler. Johnnie derson; halfbacks Matthews, Pavpractice field and begin a twenty Mac Goff, and Don Heilig at ilack, Coleman, and Black, and
quarterback, Dave Lynn and Dave
day preview of the 1961 season. Olson at guard, and Emil Zagc-r fullbacks Scrudato, McGuirt, and.
The potential 1961 team has many and Sam Anderson at end. These Rodgers.
possibilities and could very easily players were a big help to the Former freshman players that,
be among the greatest in Tiger Tiger teams of the last couple of will help out are Bunton, Cox,
years.
football history.
Cooper, Aaron, Aliffi, Roskovich,
Already the tension that always
Coach Howard seems to have Balles, Brown, Poole, Fogle, Parkshadows football practice is be- high hopes for this 1961 team. er, Black, Skiffey, Taylor, and
Howard. Transfer students Evanscoming evident as the players be- Howard stated that the Tig- and Miller are also expected to aid
gin to get in shape. When the er schedule this year will be the the team.
Tigers fasten on their headgear toughest ever, but the boys are
Coach Howard extends an intoday this tension will be at a
vibrating peak, and only after the ready to play ball and should do vitation to anyone in the student
final whistle of the Spring Game a good job. Quarterback will be body to try out for the team.
will it begin to lessen.
the weakest position with inex- The only requirement is that
Similar to the players on the perience being the main factor. you be able to run a mile in less
than 6'/2 minutes. This will help
great teams of yesteryear, the
members of this 1961 team have The coaches expect a lot of help prevent injuries and must be
a burning desire to be great. Be- this year from centers Veronee, done before the opening day.
cause of this desire to be a little Morrison, White and Andreo; Let's give the team and coachbetter tomorrow than today, the
Joel Palmer throws a pitch to the plate and Stephens connects. The ball (arrow) is shown biggest majority of the players guard Tue Armstrong, Weaver, es our support, now as well as
leaving the bat. Clemson meets The Citadel in the opener today. (Tiger Sports Photo by- are now working out on their own, West, Black, Gaston, and Chil- next season, and start planning
now to attend the spring game on
Jerry Stafford)
giving it that extra effort that ders; tackles Hynes, Osbourne, April the 29th and some of the
makes a great player and a win- King, Hall, and Chuy; ends Barn- game type scrimmages on Saturning team.
At Charleston
es, King, Thorsland, Glaze, Crol- days.
For the players, "Spring
Practice" means endless toil;
racking on Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday; loosening
up on Tuesday and Thursday to
be able to move the next day,
and then returning to the dorm
to do the numerous assignments
that are so familiar to us all.
our
To the coaches, "Spring PracBy BOBBY COWSERT
championships and has partici- omore, in rightfield; Dave Lynn
tice"
means
a
time
of
endless
Tiger Sports Writer
pated in the College World Se- a senior, at catcher; and Gene
toil, many headaches, and the
Baseball 1961, is here. The ries in Oaha, Nebraska, for Harbeson, a sophomore, at pit- posing of many "ifs" about the
cher.
Clemson College baseball. team two years.
players and the 1961 season.
opens its regular season today The squad this year is domiHarbeson is a converted shortTo us, the ardent football
and tomorrow against the Citadel nated with sophomores as shown stop with one of the finest arms fans, "Spring Practice" means
Bulldogs in Charleston. They re- by the starting lineup for today's
the preview of the 1961 season,
turn to Clemson for their home game. The sophomores on the that Coach Wilhelm says that the thrill of once again hearing
has pleased Clemson graduates
opener against the University of team are another factor which he has ever seen. Damon Vin- leather pop, and of hearing the
For YEARS
Maryland on March 31.
holds the success of the season. cent, another sophomore, is roar of the mighty Clemson
Coach Bill Wilhelm has high Even though they are young for scheduled to pitch tomorrow's Tigers rise out of "Death Valhopes for this year's edition of college players, they all have gain- game .against .the .Bulldogs. ley."
his Bengal nine. He has stated ed valuable experience over the
The 1961 Tigers will miss the
Charlie Pasquilani, a senior;
earlier that if his pitching comes past years in baseball.
Jimmy Roller, a senior; Joel
through the Tigers should do
Nothing would please Coach
Palmer, a junior; and Dave Olexceptionally well. Since WilJantzen
helm took command of the base- Wilhelm and his boys more than son, a senior, will probably see
Swim Suits
-ball team two years ago, he has to gain two victories in the a little mound duty also.
guided them to two conference port city and return to TigerOn the starting team are one
Jantzen
town to start the long road for
senior,
one junior, and six sophoa third possible Atlantic Coast
Beach Jackets
Conference championship. Two mores, which is a good indication
Walking Shorts
opening victories might give that baseball here at Clemson is
the boys the incentive that in very good shape for the next
couple of years, and with the rethey need.
PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
cruiting that the coaches do, we
The tentative starting lineup for should remain as a conference
MIC Insurance — GMAC Financing
today's game will be: Bill Reyn- power for many years to come.
.
olds, a sophomore, at first base;
On the day classes resume af- Pete Ayoub, a sophomore, at secter Easter action will begin in in- ond Base; Elmo Lam, a sophotramural softball. Softball is one more, at shortstop; Harry Paviof the three most popular activl lack, a junior at third base; Mike
ties on the intramural calendars Bohonak, a sophomore, in leftand by far the leading sport in field; Johnny Jones, a sophomore
the spring.
in centerfield; Joe Taylor, a soph
Eight games will be played
daily. Four will begin at 5
o'clock and. four at 6:15. Four
fields will be used and named
as follows: East Bowman (directly in front of the library);
West Bowman (in front of
YMCA); East Drill (directly in
front of the field house), and
West Drill (in the opposite
corner).
Play will be conducted on a
double - elimination basis and
schedule brackets will be distributed along with rules for making
up postponed games. Eight teams
will be in one bracket wherever
possible.■ • •
All persons interested in umpiring intramural softball are
requested to meet with Coach
Wilhelm in his office Monday
March 27, at 6:30 p.m.

Baseball '61 Starts
Against The Citadel

SPECIAL DEAL
SENIORS

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
FINANCING TO SUIT YOU

TAKE DELIVERY NOW
MAULDIN

Softball Play
To Open After
Holidays End

COMPANY

HOKE SLOAN

Lucky Strike presents the contest

camps shop

2ml fleer

e^S&S&S

Dr. Frood presented the automobile industry with this magnificent
pre-compact. Hurt and disillusioned because the auto industry
preferred to develop their own compact, FROOD NOW OFFERS HIS
CAR TO SOME LUCKY COLLEGE STUDENT! This is a brand-new, gas-driven, REAL CAR. It features
four (4) wheels, genuine foot-power brakes, "fresh-air conditioning," and actual left-right
steering mechanism! The economical 7.9 horsepower engine saves you hundreds of dollars
in hay and oats! Goes 32 miles per hour, gets up to 65 miles per gallon. The Froodmobile can be
licensed in every state except New Jersey. (New Jersey hates Frood.) WIN this beautiful
car (with "FROODMOBILE"mounted in brass on the cowl!). Actual value over $1,000

FEB. 62
GRADUATES
ORDER CLASS RINGS

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone 654-2661 or 654-5172

to end all contesl

O

NOTICE
BETWEEN
APRIL 15TH & MAY 15TH
To Assure Your Rings Being
Delivered On Time

ATTENTION
• SENIORS

TO ENTER THE LUCKY STRIKE FROODMOBILE
CONTEST, simply finish this sentence in 25 words or less:

cricketeer brings you dooron/
cotton poplin suits — with
authentic natural shoulder styling at its best.

natural • dark olive
medium olive

$39.95
%
clothes men like
main
anderson, s. e.

"/ need the Froodmobile because . . ."

The
refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

Entries will be judged on the basis of humor, originality and style (preferably Froodian). If, in the
opinion of our judges, your answer is best, the makers of Lucky Strike will deliver to you, on campus,
the Froodmobile. A carton of Luckies will be given to the first 100 runners-up. Along with your entry
send your name, return address, college or university, and class. Entries must be postmarked no
later than April 15,1961. All entries become the property of The American Tobacco Company. Send
your entry (or entries) to LUCKY STRIKE, P. O. BOX 17A, NEW YORK 10, NEW YORK.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
© *, r. co,

Product of <Jfo J^nMi^an J<kmjea><xr»u3a<ny- — Jaoageo- is our middle name
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Jimmy Roller Could
Hold Key To Success

In Florida

Jimmy Roller— Star Pitcher

Tig Sprinters Enter Relays

By DAVE GUMULA
Tiger Sports Writer
This year one of the top pitchers of the Clemson
diamond staff is Jimmy Roller. "Last year, as a junior,
he led the pitching staff with a 5 win - 1 loss record
and had a 2.76 Earned Run Average also leading the
.ACC in issuing the least number of walks. Jimmy is
one of the most dependable pitcher on the staff and
can be depended upon to either go the distance or bail
out a teammate in the pinch.
Jimmy hails from Camden,
Sooth Carolina where he attend- years." Jimmy has a little girl,
ed Camden High School. At Kimberley Lea, who is now eleven
Camden he played three sports: months old. His wife is the forfootball, baseball, and basket- mer Mary Reeves.
ball. Upon graduating in 1957
"Ifeel" said Jimmy, "thatthe
he came to Clemson on a par- cohesion between the students is
tial baseball scholarship. ! lessening as the college gets
Coach Wade and Coach Jones | larger but this is inevitable. Peooffered Jimmy the scholarship ple can certainly tell that
the
after "I showed them that I students are behind all the sports
I could do the job."
in the school 100 per cent. I have
Roller certainly could do the also found the faculty to be very
job! He was the ace of his high cooperative and, all in all, have
school team, a team that the state not been disappointed with Clemchampionship in both 1956 and son."
1957. Jimmy played shortstop
"I'm not sore what I will do
when he wasn't on the mound. when I graduate tills August
He attributes much of his knowbut ft wffl probably be in the
ledge ol baseball to the various
business field. This is the type
baseball leagues for young playof career that my major, Iners such as the Little League
dustrial Management, prepares
and Pony League.
When he was pitching for a me for."
how
Pony League team, the team When questioned about
was good enough to go to the being married affected his school
Pony League World Series at work,- Jimmy said, "Marriage
really helps. My grades have imWashington and Jefferson College,
Penna. His team went all the way proved since I have been mar.to the finals; then Jimmy pitch- ried since I don't spend all the
ed a one-hitter in the final game time playing bridge or sitting in
only to lose it 1-0 (seems like on a bull session," (Editor's
the only hit that he gave up was Note: This is not a blanket
"OK" for every student in the
a homerun).
Coming to Clemson Roller school to get married! The Dorm
played under Coach Don Wade Office might object.)
on the freshmen team. The folowing year he played on the
team that went to Omaha for
the Collegiate World Series. This
was the second time in two
years that Clemson went to
Omaha.
The following year (last year)
the team got down to Carolina and
suddenly blew up. They then lost Tennis season got under way
five straight and dropped from yesterday for the Tigers of Clem1st place in the standings to 5th. son as they entertained the Uni"Tnia year," said Jimmy, "the versity of Minnesota on the varteam really has a lot of potential. sity courts behind the field house.
The boys have been working hard, At the time of this writing results
but bad weather has hurt us. In were unavailable.
The varsity has sixteen
the first 'ntrasquad game everyone looked pitiful, but last Fri- matches scheduled and two
day the team was really looking tournaments, one of which,
State
Intercollegiate
like a ball club. There is probably the
more potential on this team than Championship is to be played
any other college team I've ever at Clemson on April 31 and 22.
seen. However, it might take a Clemson has matches this year
while for the team to fully de- with some of the nationally
including
velop." I think that Coach Wil- prominent teams
helm has got an awful lot of base- Howard, North Carolina, Toball savey about all aspects of ledo, Minnesota, Presbyterian, Sewanee, and Kalamazoo.
the game."
Coach Lee Longshore is a little
There were three things that
caused Jimmy to choose Clem- shorthanded this year but the boys
son as the college that he want- are putting forth every effort to
ed to attend. "I had been here take up the slack left by last
years number one and two men,
to several football games," he
Bob Burns and William Cooper.
said, "and was impressed with
Burns is bohunking this year in
the spirit and interest of the
order that he can play with the
student body. Clemson also has
boys from the freshmen
team,
a very good engineering school next year.
and business school and since
At this time Roy Strickland
I was interested in both, I decidof Birmingham, Ala. is
the
ed to try Clemson out."
number one man with George
"Another reason was that I did Christopher of Hodges, S. C,
not want to get too far from the number two year. Behome, although actually the main low the top two positions,
it
reason was a girl. I eventually is a toss-up between Bob Doymarried her. This happened be- an; Win gate Sikes, John Nutt,
(Continued On Page 8)
tween my sophomore and junior

Tig Tennis Season
Presents A Tough
List Of Opponents

ffi?7

Clemson's finest form is shown as he fires the ball across
the plate. Jimmy was last year's top pitcher and is expected to do as well this year. He will be an important
cog in the Tiger effort for the ACC crown. (Tiger Sports
Photo by Jerry Stafford)

Play USC Todoy

Strong '61 Golf Team
Expects Good Season
By PHIL SCOVILLE
Tiger Sports Writer
This season the Tiger golf team
has eleven matches on tap; the
first being with Furman on March
22 in Greenville. They are also
scheduled to take part in two
tournaments — the South Carolina
Intercollegiate's on April 21 & 22
at Hampton, S. C, and the ACC
Tournament on May 12 & 13 at
College Park, Md. All home
matches will be played at the Boscobel Country Club with starting
time scheduled for 1:30 p.m.
Coach Dr. Robert Moorman's
squad is composed of six men,
with senior Bob Moser
holding
down the number one spot. Rounding out the team six other positions are: Bill Townsend, Gene
Beard, Alan Masters, Ed George,
and Ford Verdery. The number
four man, Alan Masters, is seeing
his first year with the team and
should prove a valuable asset to
the squad.
The golf team this year is ex-

pected to have a good season.
With four returning lettermen
back from last year they should
win the majority of their matches. Duke and Georgia are expected to pose the stiffest competition. For the last two years
Clemson has won the
South
Carolina
State
Championship and are favored to bring
home top honors again this year.
This year's freshman team is
coached by Prof. Caskey of the
English department. Two boys
with a good deal of potential, Ray
Chapman and Alan Freeman, are
expected to hold down the No. 1
& 2 positions on the squad. The
freshman team has scheduled
their first match with Furman in
conjunction with the Varsity on
March 22.
Varsity golf schedule for this
season is as follows:
March 22 — Furman at Furman
March 24 — South Carolina at
Clemson
(Continued On Page 8)

By TOMMY R1SHER
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemscn's varsity and freshman
track team will leave today for
Gainsville, Florida to compete in
the annual Florida relays.
The
meet will have three divisions:
high school, college freshmen, and
college varsity. Some of the best
runners from schools all over the
south will be there.
The varsity will enter nearly
all the individual events along
with the various relays that will
be run. A spring medley, distance medley, and the mile relay are among the relays that
will be run. Clemson will enter
a team in eaeh of these.
Trials Determine Eligibility
Clemson has been having time
trials all this week to determine
who will take the trip to Florida.
Certain standards had to be met
in order to take the trip. The
freshmen have also been having
time trials this week, but they will
enter only the relays.
The varsity will enter Donnie
Gilbert and Wes King in the
dashes, and Jim Moorhead in the
mile run. King will also run the
hurdles. Neal Kightiinger will be
in the broad Jump, and Rodney
James will be in the field events.
The relays will have
some
boys running in two or more
events. In the mile relay will be
Charley Cuttino, Wes King, Donnie Gilbert, and Ray Dunkelburg. Dave
Erwin and Jim
Moorhead will be put on the relay team for the sprint medley,
and the distance medley.
Lack of Depth Hurts
The lack of depth could hurt
some of these boys' performances,
because they will have to run as
many as three races in one afternoon. However, with these outstanding trackmen Clemson should
be well represented at Gainesville tomorrow.
The freshman team will enter
the sprint medley and the mile relay. The sprint medley consists of
two 220's, a 440 and 880 yard
dash. Running in the medley will
be Jimmy Wynn, Bill Hartin, Jack
Shaw, and Doug Adams. These
four boys will also be entered in
the mile relay.
The freshmen do not have individual events, so some of
Clemson's
outstanding performers such as Dick Dobbs and
Gary Zetterower will not get to
compete in this meet. Only the

NOTICE
Any member of the faculty
or student body interested in
officiating at a track meet —
North Carolina vs. Clemson,
March 29 — contact Coach
Greenfield at the Field House.

relay teams will compete in the
freshman division.
The first meet will be at home
next Wednesday against the powerful North Carolina
Tarheels.
The Tarheels have one of the best
track teams in the conference,
with some outstanding individuals.
Clemson will also meet N. C.
State at home on April 8.

doesn't need this deodorant
He could use a woman's roll-on with impunity. Mennen Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ... where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does just that. It gets through to the
skin. And it works. All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet?
64t and $1.00 plus tax
•Complete lack of body hair, including that of the scalp, legs, armpits, face, etc.

DICKIES
Cotton Trousers . . . . $3.98
Bermuda Shorts . . . $3.98
Cotton Cord (oats. . . $12.50

Judge Kell er

Norman Throws The Javalin

Riflemen Take
Second Place
In ACC Action
Last Saturday at the University
of North Carolina in Chapel Hill,
the Tiger sharpshooters took second place in the ACC rifle match
with a score of 1397 out of a possible 1500. Maryland, who took
first place, scored 1401. Other
scores were: UNC-1382; N. C.
State-1378; Duke-1373; U. of Va.1368; and Wake Forest-1358. Carolina was unable to attend.
A *400 traveling trophy and a
small trophy were awarded to
Maryland and a plaque was
awarded to
Clemson.
Each
member of the Maryland team
received a gold medal and each
Tiger marksman received a silver medal.
Sgt. F. E. Lewis has devised a
new program to get his team
ready for competition. "Since interest has been higher, we have
divided the
team into
three
teams,'* he stated. 'These three
teams will have a match every
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock
until the end of school. This will
give the fellows a taste of competition and should help them psychologically."
Last Thursday Team No. 1.
composed of Spearman, Bailes,
Terry, Rowland, Tomlinson, and
Coyle, defeated Team Nos. 2 & 3,
1405-1346-1340. Team No. 2 has
Corn, Cannon, Abbott, Walden,
White, and Wehunt, as members. Team No. 3 is composed of
Peeler, Bouchette, Muckenfull,
Bufkin, Pray, and Knowles.
Yesterday the Tiger marksmen
fired a postal match with Central
State College but at the time of
this writing, the scores were not
available. A trophy was also given
for the highest individual score.
Sgt. Lewis expects next year's
team to be improved overall and
predicts victories in the
state
and in the ACC. He is hoping for
more three-way matches
since
the competition is better. M-Sgt.
Tom Burton assists Sgt. Lewis
with the team and other
aides
have been Col. Watson and Dean
Cox.

Joe Norman practices the throw of the javalin at one of the
recent track practices. This event requires skill and coordination and is a superb thing for a spectator to watch.
(Tiger Sports Photo by Jerry Stafford)

(aughman Wins Purina Scholarship
Ralston Purina Company has selected James K. Caughman, dairy Junior of Lexington, for their
1960-61 Scholarship Award. The
announcement was made in St.
Louis by J. D. Sykes, vice-president of the company.

He is also president of the local student chapter of the Ameri- •
can Dairy Science Association as
well as the Southern division. Ha
is a member of Delta Kappa Alpha fraternity; Blue Key; Who's
Whg; Pershing Rifles; Phi Eta
Sigma; Alpha Zeta; Lutheran StuThe Purina Scholarship amouns
dent Association; Executive Serto $500. It is awarded annually
geants and Scabbard and Blade.
to an outstanding junior in each
of the 50 land grant colleges in
the United States, one in Puerto
Rico and three Canadian agriculture colleges.
Freshmen will not be permitWinners are selected by a faculted
to bring cars on campus prity scholarship committee at each
college on the basis of scholar- or to the Easter holidays, acship, leadership, character, am- cording to Dean Richard Armbition in agriculture and a de- strong of the Student Affairs Ofsire for financial assistance.
fice. He stated mat the reasonJim is a winner of the South
ing behind this decision is that
Carolina Guernsey Cattle Club
award and is in the top 10 per students, if they brought cars on
cent of his class with a 3.4 GPR. campus in which to go home for
He has received the Sears Roe- the holidays, would be on the
buck scholarship for two years road entirely too much and this,
and the South Carolina Dairy the Traffic Committee felt, is
scholarship.
unnecessary.

Armstrong States
Frosh Car Policy
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A man with Alopecia Universalis*
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Man's

MlAU^ Store"
North 1st St.

SENECA, S. C.

Ken Venturi golf wear by Jantzen sets a new
standard of excellence. Of finest cotton birdseye knit by Beaunit, the shirt is cut where it
counts for freedom and comfort. Extra - long
shirt-back, wrinkle-free collar. S-M-L-XL, $5.95.
Cool Dacron polyester - cotton poplin walkers,
•••-oertl" tailored inside and out, 30-44, $8.95.

\j&/Y&Z.€/Y\s sportswear for sportsmen

Decidedly not. In f?ot nv , executive jobs are on
the ground. Of course, all officers may apply for pilot
and navigator training if they meet the eligibility
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
aircraft. And it is foreseeable that in your working
lifetime, there will be piloted spacecraft—piloted and
navigated by Air Force officers.
But right now, there is also a big future for collegetrained Air Force officers on the ground. New and
exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important administrative positions must be filled as World War II
officers move into retirement.
How can yon—a college student—become an Air
Force officer? First, there's Air Force ROTC. Then
for college graduates, men and women in certain
fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduate
of its three-month course wins a commission as a second lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Training program, and the Air Force Academy.
Some benefits that go with being an Air Force
officer. Starting salary plus allowances compare
with the average in equivalent civilian jobs. Then
there's free medical and dental care, thirty-day vacation, the chance to win graduate degrees at Air
Force expense, and liberal retirement provisions.
No, Air Force officers do not need wings to move
up. There's plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps you
could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask
your local Air Force Recruiter. Or write. Officer
Career Information, Dept. SCI 3, Box 7608,
Washington 4, D.G, if you want further information about the navigator training or Officer
Training School programs.

U.S. Air Force
There's a place for
professional achievement on the
Aerospace Team
MANY u.HERS IU CHOOSE FROM

Page %

Sky Diving Popularity
Increases On Campus
Many students have seen the
Dixie Sky Divers posters around
Clemson. This is one of the newest clubs at Clemson, and has the
chance of becoming the most exciting. The major aim of the club
is to take the basic parachute
jump and make it competitive
through various required maneuvers and spot landing.
Started two years ago by Ed
Selby and Bill Holt, both of
whom had previous training and
experience, the Dixie Sky Divers
Club now has 18 members. Recently 10 interested students finished the basic ground training
course which takes 12-15 hours
of intensive training. This training included wearing and fitting of equipment, body position in free-fall, canopy control, emergency measures, and
parachute landing-fall training conducted in the 'Y' gym.
After the first couple of jumps,
they are taught to pack their own
chutes under the direction of Ed
Selby, a licensed parachute rigger. Ed supervises the packing
and then puts his seal on the
chute to make it official. Beginners must pass a rigid examination before they are allowed to
pack their own chutes unsupervised. All auxiliary chutes are required to have the official seal of
a licensed packer in order to be
used.
Most of the students have their
own chutes, but the club owns 2
main chutes and one auxiliary
parachute. These are available to
the members for their first jumps
until they can obtain their own
equipment.
Ail jumpers under the age of
21 are required to have both
parents signatures of approval
on a legal waiver in order to
jump while those over 21 can
sign for themselves. As a result
of the stress on safety in the
club, there have been no major
injuries (such as broken bones)
to a member of the club under
supervised jumping conditions
in the two years of jumping.
The Dixie Sky Divers are now
in the process of incorporation as
a non-profit corporation. This action will absolve any individual
member from possible liability.
They abide strictly by the safety
regulations of the Parachute Club
of America, which is a national
organization.
Thus far the Dixie Sky Divers
have jumped twice for the
March of Dimes. At Greenville
about five jumps were made,
while at Spartanburg about fifteen jumps were made.
All jumpers carry two parachutes. One, a 28 ft. main chute,
is the parachute which usually
carries the jumper to the ground.
The second, a 24 ft. auxiliary
chute, is available for emergency measures. The main chute
is steerable through modifications to the canopy which look
like tears but in actuality are

vents to allow the chutist to control his direction of descent. For
beginning jumpers this main
chute is activated by a static
line attached to the plane and
is strictly automatic. He is required to use this static line for
the first five jumps before he is
allowed free-fall jumps.
Aircraft for the jumps are rented in Greenville, and the jumps
are normally made in Lavonia,
Ga. Using a Tri Pacer,
the
jumps are made on Sunday afternoon, and a jumper averages
about two jumps per Sunday. Informal matches are held against
the Bull Dog Club of the University of Georgia for the benefit of
both clubs.
Sports parachute jumps are
judged by two sets of criteria:
body position during free-fall
and spot landing. Body position
is the free-fall from the aircraft
before the parachute is opened
and is the portion of a sports
parachute jump known as "Skydiving." Maneuvers in almost
any direction except "Up" is
possible. Opening of the parachute is delayed 5 to 60 seconds,
and the parachutist is judged on
his ability to perform prescribed maneuvers.
Spot landing is the main objective after opening the parachute.
It is to land as close as possible
to an X marked on the ground.
Correct judgement of point of exit
from the airplane, wind drift, and
rate of descent are essential for
"Hitting the target."
Officers of the Dixie Sky Divers: Ed Selby, President (with
140 jumps); Hal Baster, VicePresident and Safety Officer

Kappa Delta Chi
Pledges Sponsor
Bottle Campaign
Kappa Delta Chi Pledge Class is
sponsoring a "Bottles For Boys"
campaign in the dormitories. The
purpose of this campaign is to
raise money for our "Little Brothers" at the Boys of America
Home in Greenville.
"Contributing to the 'Bottles
For Boys' campaign can benefit
you in tw oways," stated Doug
Richardson of Lexington, president of the Pledge Class. "You
can rid yourself of bottles which
clutter your room and window
ledge. You will also be helping
to contribute to a very good
charity. Certainly, all of us want
to help our 'Little
Brothers'
and this is a chance to do so."
Kappa Delta Chi pledges made
their first collection last Friday
afternoon and will again solicit
the dormitories in the future. Anyone wishing to contribute to "Bottles For Boys" can do so by contacting these pledges or Bill Martin in room B-905. The campaign
will continue indefinitely.

WSBF Program Schedule
88.1 Mc. FM — 600 Kc. Closed-Circuit AM
MARCH 24-31
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

9:00
10:30
11:00

SUNDAY
Sunday Cavalcade
Songtime

MONDAY

3:00
4:00

5:00

Mostly Music

6:00

Mostly Music

Mostly Music

6:15 Mostly Music

Mostly Music

Lawrence Welk Mostly Music
Show
Bandstand
Mostly Music

7:00 Mostly Music

Mostly Music

Twilight Time

Mostly Music

7:45 Mostly Music

Steve Lawrence Twilight Time
Show
Steve Lawrence Twilight Time
Show
Steve Lawrence Manhattan
Show
Melodies
Steve Lawrence Evergreens
Show
Impressions In Evergreens
Sound
Impressions In Nightbeat
Sound
Sign Off
Nightbeat

Mostly Music

8:00 Concert Hall
9:00 All Kinds of
Music
9:15 Stardust
Stardust

11:00 Nightbeat
12:00 Nightbeat
1:00

Allegro

Sign Off

TUESDAY
5:00 Mostly Music
8:00 Concert Hall
9:00 Radio
Moscow
9:15 Stardust
11:00 Nightbeat
1:00 Sign Off

Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
Mostly .Music
Concert Hall
Stars For
Defense
Stardust
Nightbeat
Sign Off

(55); Tom Norton, Secretary (20)
Joe Nantz, Treasurer (18); and
Mark Graham, Public Relations j
(50).
Anyone interested m the club |
may see any of the above or contact Larry Jones (D-221) for information. Larry started about 3
weeks ago and has made 3 jumps
in that time.

FRESHMEN
(Continued From Page 1)
Freshmen whose homes are beyond ninety map miles from Clemson who desire to bring their cars
onto the campus the week-end before the dance week-end will be
required to obtain a free temporary parking permit from the
Traffic Office no later than noon
on Saturday of the first week-end.
Those persons desiring to return
with their automobiles this weekend will bring them onto the campus between the hours of noon on
Saturday and midnight on Sunday. The cars will be parked permanently along Williamson Road
between Cemetery Hill and Seneca Road from midnight on Sunday until noon ,he following Friday. After this time they can be
moved by their owners.
As a temporary permit is given out by the Traffic Office, the
recipient's name will be written
across the top of the permit
which subsequently will be attached to the automobile windshield. A list of recipients will
be compiled and given to Student Government, which beginning after midnight on Sunwill check the parked automobiles periodically to see that
none are missing. These
checks will be logged in at the
Campus Security Office. Security officers will patrol Williamston Road to insure adequate securit yof the automobiles.
Should any automobile not be
parked in its proper place at the
time Student Government performs its check, the registrant of
the vehicle will be called before a
Student Government committee.
All punitive action taken by this
committee will be subject to approval by the Dean of Student Affairs.
Freshmen who do not live as
far away as ninety map miles
and others who choose not to
return with their automobiles
the previous week-end may
bring them onto the campus
after noon on Friday of the
dance weekend provided a
temporary permit is obtained
prior to this time from the
Traffic Office. No permits can
be issued after noon on Saturday.
This privilege is being extended
on a trial basis for the last two
dances of the 1960-61 school year.
The Committee is of the opinion
that additional exceptions to the
established freshman regulation
would tend to negate the regulation and, therefore, would not
look with favor upon such proposals.

Omicron Sets Mixer
For Tonight In P&A
Omicron sorority is sponsoring
a mixer tonight in the Food Industries Auditorium of the Plant
and Animal Science
Building
from 8 until 11:30 p.m. According to officers of the group, they
plan to have girls from Anderson, Greenville and Erskine as
well as local girls.

Seranade ID
Blue
Sunday Cavalcade
Sounds—20th
Century
Allegro

11:15

10:00
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Letters To Tom

Skydiver Soars

Writers Commend Monetary
Awards, Civil Defense
DEAR TOM:
student will tell you "money
A 1959 graduate of Harvard Col- talks."
lege, a South Carolina native now Clemson does this very thing
attending Medical School at Char- through scholarships awarded on
leston, told me that his graduat- Honors' Day, but I say it isn't
ing class fell two members shy enough. Surely, every 3-point stuof the number of his freshman dent should receive an award.
class. No one flunked out, just Appeals to the Alumni Associa-one suicide and the inevitable car tion should be made for the estaccident accounted for the othl ablishment of such a fund. Perer.
haps, even the legislature should
This is in reference to Herbert be persuaded to participate in
Rowland's column of last week, this almost unprecedented step.
in which he referred to Clem- I say "almost unprecedented" beson's ". . .high, very high. . ." cause, you see, the Russians for
years have been giving rewards.
flunk out rate.
Horb continued and stated why for academic success.
Bill Thompson
such a condition exists. Clemson's
Class of '61
entrance requirements "... are
such that only those with the ability to do college work are ac- Dear Tom,
I have just finished listening to
cepted.
a program presented this evening
Herb realizes and I think by WSBF-FM in the interest of
every Clemson student should re- Civil Defense. This is a letter of
alize that as a state supported commendation to the staff and,
school, Clemson has no other
choice. That is, the state per- management of WSBF-FM.
forms the service of offering to We are all aware of the fact
Mark Graham glides through the air with the greatest of ease without the aid of a flying every child in S. C. the opportun- that we live in an age of tension
ity to pursue a college eduation and fear. This has been even
trapeze. It was a Smash hit. (Special photo by Philip J. Ofrias).
through the facilities of Clem- more dramatically brought out by
son, Winthrop, U. S. C. and the the program thia evening. The
Lazy Susan
awareness of the dangers that we
Citadel.
The administration reflects this face is the prime prerequisite for
attitude
in almost every de- survival. We have been presented
cision. For instance, the decision with actions to be taken in behalf
to eliminate A. F. R. O. T. C. of National Security.
from the curriculum: ". . . we The United States has a nationalso feel that every qualified stu- al heritage of which we can all
A. R. Reed, associate professor in proper sequence. One turn of are identical, therefore a spare dent should be given an oppor- be justly proud. To think that the
of physics, has developed a the table means one complete can be substituted in the event tunity to secure a commission if sacrifices and work of those before us could be blown to smith*
stream-line system which will help assembly.
of damage or malfunction. They he so desires."
speed the assembly of 112 power These panels will be moved to can furnish nearly any electrical Now Tom, given this informa- ereens in an instant is a sobersources. This system, in the form the new physics building Some- output within their voltage range tion, what is the best way to ing experience.
of a "Lazy Susan", will be used time in June.
according to Mr. Reed. Foolproof "raise Hell intellectually?" I have It is the duty and responsibility
of every citizen in our nation to
in the general physics laboratordevices that prevent shorting and two suggestions.
ies of the new Physics building These power source assemblies damage are also included in their First, I think the administra- become informed on matters pertion should require every profes- taining to Civil Defense. Upon
now
being
constructed
on
design.
sor to publish something (some- this depends the survival of the
the campus.
STRONG
thing: anything acceptable to the United States and the free world.
(Continued From Page 7)
Electricity ranging from the
administration) at least
once The startling possibility of what
small amount needed for a dim April 5 —Georgia at Clemson
every four years. Harsh? Not could happen if we are not pre-'
glow in a light bulb to that need- April 7 — the Citadel at Clemson
necessarily so. The Federal Re- pared has been placed before us
ed to produce steam will be fur- April 10 — Wake Forest at Winserve
Board requires
cer- with stunning force by WSBF-FM
nished by these panel assemb- ston-Salem
tain members of its staff to pub- this evening.
blies. The current is car- April 17 — Maryland at College
Experimental gardens at Clem- lish six articles a year every Again I commend our station
ried through the different parts Park
and controls to AC and DC out- April 18 — Virginia at Charlottes- son are now on display. The gar- year.
for their presentation of this pro-1
Look at the benefits we would gram and I sincerely hope that
puts that furnish from 0-140 volts ville
dens in the rear of the Plant and
reap from this plan. Recognition
by color-coded wires cut to def- April 21 & 22 S. C. Intercollegiate
Animal Science Building, will be for our profesors and, of course, what it has presented to us will
inite lengths.
at Hampton, S. C.
not be taken lightly.
displaying daffodils and tulips at our school.
William O. Martin
When confronted with assembl- May 2 —N. C. State at Clemson
their peak. The flower display will Also, the students benefit; this
Class of '63
ing these units, all with identical May 5 — FurmaH at Clemson
is what we are aiming for in the
parts, Mr. Reed reasoned that May 11 — North Carolina at Col- show the ornamental horticulture long run. A productive professor,
some plan must be devised to fa- lege Park, Md.
department's experimental work like the interested student, is posTIG TENNIS
cilitate production. Finally, he May 12 & 13 — ACC Tournament on different varities in this area sessed with the importance of his
(Continued From Page 7)
at
College
Park,
Md.
decided on the "Lazy Susan" efThis announcement was made by subject, his field. Therefore, al- Dick Harvin, Bill James, Tom',
fort-saving method which is quite
most every professor will try to
uncommon in the lab. His ideas ROTC Juniors Tour Mr. Pat Fulmer of the Horticul impress upon the student of the Cooper, and Bow Shaw.
The freshmen have an eight
along with ones contributed by
ture Department.
values of his field in the class- match schedule- as they
pl?y
Fort
Jackson,
Take
other faculty members are blendApproximately 300 varieties of room, and that is where we want Furman, Belton, Young Harris
ed in a device that speeds up Orientation Course
twice, North Carolina, and the Au-I
daffodils and approximately 100 it!
production and prevents error.
Secondly, Tom, I think we could
Mr. Reed, operating at his Last weekend, over 200 ROTC varities of tulips are being studied raise a little Hell if a fund could gusta Country Dub once. The Cubs
will also play in the State Tour-!
Cadets from four South Carolina
wrork bench in the basement of colleges toured Fort Jackson. for their adaptness to South Caro- be established with which students nament at Clemson in April. At
the physics building selects from
Maj. Gen. H. D. Ives, Command- lina conditions. One to 12 bulbs could be paid monetary rewards this writing the Tiger freshmen
his "Susan" more than 50 wires,
for outstanding grades.
team consisted of Doug Stewart,
assorted relays, switches, recti- ing General of Fort Jackson, wel- of each variety, ranging from Why monetary rewards? Well, Malloy Evans, Dick Pregnall,
comed
future
army
officers
from
fiers and filters, each arranged
small, miniature daffodils to King we are trying to get students to Fred Craft, Seabrook Marchant,
Furman, Wofford, Clemson and
Alfreds, are being treated.
apply themselves, and as any and Tommy Page.
Presbyterian to the post.
PR'S Attend Festival The group viewed a demonstraxv^;;--::::~:;: .^y:':.: :: :
In Nation's Capitol tion of Army aviation at the fort's
Clemson Pershing Rifles again Hinton Field after being briefed
this year will display their drill on the mission, organization, and
formations at the National Cher- function of the training center.
ry Blossom Festival in Washing- Col. R. B. Pridgen, the post's aston, D. C. The PR's will leave sistant chief of staff for plans and
on Easter Sunday and will return training, was in charge of the
briefing.
on the following Sunday.
'- w
Previously, PR companies could During the remainder of their
attend without invitation; howev- first day the cadets watched
er, this year companies may attend by official invitation only. training in the fort's five train
Clemson's PR's are among the ing regiments.
13 PR companies invited to par- On Saturday morning, Presbyterian and Clemson cadets fired
ticiaate in the festival.
Festival and present PR mem- on the Trainfire range while Wofbers are determined to uphold ford's and Furman's cadets obSaturday
the good record set by previous served the regular
morning inspection.
Clemson PR members.

Physics Professor Develops
Stream-Line Assembly Program

Flower Gardens
Open To Public
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Disbands Admim^tratiott

what are You doing

Mostly Music

th is

summer 7

Concert Hall '
Guest Star
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Stardust
Stardust
Nightbeat
Nightbeat
Sign Off
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Mostly Music
Concert Hall
Highway
Reports
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Nightbeat
Sign Off

Be perspicacious!
CHRISTIAN
SUMMER
SERVICE
PROJECTS

HAIR
TONIC

how to be roaring in your twenties
Not this: a student who
drowses over books no matter
how much sleep he gets.

This: perspicacious ...
sharp! NoDoz keeps you
awake and alert—safely)

If you sometimes find studying soporific (and who doesn't?), the word
to remember is NoDoz.® NoDoz perks you up in minutes, with the
same safe awakener found in coffee or tea. Yet NoDc
is faster, handier, more reliable. Absolutely
non-habit-forming, NoDoz is sold
everywhere without prescription. So,
to keep perspicacious during study and
exams—and while driving, too—
always keep NoDoz in proximity.
Tht ufe stay awake tablet—available everywhere. Another fine product ef Grove Laboratories.

Vaseline I

Flappers positively flip over lids groomed with 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic. It's the only hair tonic specially made to use with water.
Water evaporates - robs your hair of grooming oils. Alcohol
and cream tonics evaporate too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic
won't evaporate-it's 100% pure light grooming oil that replaces the oil water removes. So don't be the varsity draguse 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your hair - and oh, you kid I

Work Camps In:
See Your College
Minister or Chaplain
For Information

it's clear ^ #
it's clean... it's

VASELINE HAIR TONSC
VASELINE' IS * »EC'S*E«ES TKADEM4M Of eHCSES»BUGH-*OND'S '<■■.

On All Denominations

Europe
Far East
Africa
United States
Others

